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In their annual march to the water, Stratford's swans were paraded from their winter home down to Lake Victoria on Sunday, Apr. 3. The flock made their seasonal debut before a
crowd of enthusiastically supportive (and in some cases, enthusiastically dressed) supporters on their way to where they'll spend the summer months.

Decision on fees for 2022 patio program delayed by Council
SPENCER SEYMOUR
Stratford Times Regional Reporter

No decision was made by the Stratford
City Council at their March 28 meeting
regarding the possible implementation of
fees for the 2022 patio program after the
local Business Improvement Area (BIA)
brought forward concerns about the fees
preventing businesses from participating
in the program.
The BIA was represented by Chair Pa-

mela Coneybeare and Vice-Chair Anne
Campion who made a presentation to
Council along with a formal request that
the patio program fees be waived for the
third straight year due to the COVID-19
pandemic. If the fees could not be waived,
they also said that the BIA was open to
a tiered-price fee model for the patio program.
“From late Fall 2021 and into early 2022,
our business owners faced another number of months with deep restrictions,” said

Campion. “Businesses were entering into
survival mode yet again, serving take-out
at their doors. While we remain optimistic
that we are coming to the other side, we
recognize that life beyond the pandemic
may be different.”
“As a BIA Board whose majority-volunteer members are small business owners themselves along with feedback from
our members, we know it will be several
years before we’re able to rise above the
heavy debt loads and precarious positions

in which many in our hospitality and retail
sector continue to find themselves.”
Campion also noted how some businesses are moving more cautiously in their
reopening as they care for their staff and
patrons’ physical and mental health and
respond to hiring challenges. In a survey
conducted by the BIA, 18 responses were
received before the Council meeting and
six indicated that a fee would be a barrier
to applying for a patio currently.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 5
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Stratford group aiding UCMAO providing medical
assistance for Ukraine
Aitcheson: need for supplies remains ongoing

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

The Stratford Mission Depot is putting
out a call for more medical supplies after their third shipment recently departed
for war-torn Ukraine, as the conflict there
pushes into its second month.
The Mission Depot, a non-profit group
that collects supplies from hospitals,
health units, public and private groups
that have either passed their expiry date
or have been partially used but are still viable. Jean Aitcheson, one of the organizers of the Depot, said they recently paired
with the Ukrainian Canadian Medical
Association of Ontario (UCMAO) to help
coordinate donations headed to Ukraine,
and that following their third shipment
since the start of the war there they need
to replenish their stock.
“At the end of the first week of the war
in Ukraine, we got an urgent request for
medical supplies – since then, we’ve been
working flat-out trying to fill that need,”
Aitcheson said. “Yuliia Omelianchuk, the
president of UCMAO, came to the Depot
to work with us and let us know specifically what their organization needed
and indicated that was going to be pretty

HELP STILL NEEDED

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

The Stratford Mission Depot recently completed its third shipment of medical supplies to
Ukraine, but they say there is still a need for more and they're looking everywhere they can
to find help. Pictured above from left are UCMAO director Marta Polovka, president Yuliia
Omelianchuk and Jean Aitcheson of Stratford Mission Depot.

much everything that we had.”
Aitcheson indicated that most of the
supplies going in this shipment were
wound care items but also a very large
amount of medications that people in the
Stratford area purchased for this relief effort. Wheel chairs, walkers, canes, crutches, IV supplies, baby formula, diapers, air
casts and more were also on the list.

Factory Food Outlet

Locally Sourced
Sassy’s, Norpac, Metzger Meats, Hayter’s Turkey,
Anna Mae’s Bakery, Soloway Hot Dog Factory

Omelianchuk said she and UCMAO
director Marta Polovka were pointed in
the direction of the Mission Depot by a
surgeon from Hamilton when they were
making inquiries about where they could
find help. It helped that the Depot had already been collecting supplies but wasn’t
sure of how to get them to where they
would most help in Ukraine.
“The supplies we’ve collected here will
be distributed to eight hospitals in five
regions in Ukraine,” Omelianchuk said.
“That’s 20 tons of supplies. We’ve seen
how generous Canadians have been –
they wanted to help but just didn’t know
how to in the beginning.”
It’s not just as simple as putting out the
call for supplies, as Omelianchuk and
Polovka pointed out that it also includes
logistical work in making sure the supplies get to their Mississauga warehouse
to be re-checked and re-packed before
transport. And even finding ways to get
them halfway across the world is a consideration.
“We’re still trying to get the last $25,000
to pay for one of the one-way flights we
need to get these supplies to Ukraine,”
Polovka said. “It costs about $150,000 for
one trip, but we’re getting help from everywhere and we are so very grateful for

the help we’re getting. Everyone has been
so compassionate. Doctors are busy and
sometimes hard to get in touch with, so
we’re amazed they can help us as much
as they are.”
Omelianchuk said medications remain
the biggest item of need, with injectable
or intravenous medications topping the
list. And those aren’t your typical overthe-counter purchases, meaning the Mission Depot and UCMAO have their work
cut out for them finding sources to help in
providing what’s needed.
The shipment that departed Stratford
on April 4 will take anywhere from 2-3
weeks to arrive and be dispersed as needed, Omelianchuk said. They’re doing
their best to help things move as quickly as possible, but they’re at the mercy of
factors out of their control – it takes as
long as it takes.
Both Polovka and Omelianchuk are native Ukrainians and still have family and
friends there, and they’re doing what they
can to help because they believe it’s their
duty. In addition to the medical supplies,
Omelianchuk said the UCMAO is coming
up welcome boxes for Ukrainians who
have been displaced because of the war,
and that the organization is also offering
psychological support for those refugees
that need it. They are also helping to provide health care to refugees who can’t
handle those expenses currently.
Aitcheson said she’s hoping to expand
the reach of the Mission Depot outside of
Stratford, drawing on as many people as
they can to help re-fill the shelves she says
will be empty yet again far too soon.
“We need to get the word out for people to donate any leftover medical items
they have at home,” she said. “We haven’t reached out to canvas places like St.
Marys, Tavistock or New Hamburg yet,
but we need help from anyone who can
provide it.”
Anyone looking to help the Stratford
Mission Depot can reach out to Jean
Aitcheson at jkhsn@quadro.net. They can
also visit www.ucmao.org to find out how
they can provide further assistance to the
Association directly.

City appoints Krueger as
corporate services director

25 S Service Rd, St. Marys, ON • 519.349.3022
Mon - Friday - 9-6 • Saturday, Sunday 10-5

The City of Stratford has appointed
Karmen Krueger as its new Director of
Corporate Services, effective March 1.
Krueger has served as acting Director of Corporate Services in Stratford
since September 2021, and has previous experience as a Deputy Treasurer,
Treasurer and Director of Corporate
Services in other municipalities. She
has a degree in Economics, obtained
her Certified Financial Planning (CFP)
designation in 2000, and obtained her

Chartered Accountant (CPA, CA) designation in 2008.
As Director of Corporate Services,
Krueger will oversee the City of Stratford’s Finance, Treasury, Tax, Payroll,
Purchasing, Clerk’s and IT divisions.
“Karmen has done outstanding work
under challenging circumstances as
Acting Director of Corporate Services,”
said Chief Administrative Officer Joan
Thomson, “and we look forward to her
leadership in this crucial position.”
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Part 2 of our conversation with Peter Mansbridge

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

When last we spoke with Peter Mansbridge, the conversation was mostly focused on the recently concluded Freedom
Convoy and various protests surrounding
mandates, as well as the idea that we have
lost our ability to think for ourselves.
In Part 2 of our conversation, Times editor Matt Harris and the Canadian broadcast legend turn the focus to what’s going
right in the country these days, the future
of Stratford’s political picture, and how
all politics is local no matter where you’re
looking.
Matt Harris, Stratford Times Editor:
We covered a lot of the negative issues already, but let’s switch this up – what’s going on right now that gives you reasons to
believe that we’re actually headed in the
right direction?
Peter Mansbridge: Well, I’ll tell you a
couple of things that I think suggest we
might be. It’s taken the whole history of
our country, so we’re going back more than
150 years, before we started to take seriously the situation with indigenous peoples in Canada, and it’s actually starting
to happen at a level – I’m not just talking
about money or government aid or whatever. It’s starting to happen in the conversations that people have and the understanding that many non-indigenous people have
had, or are having now that, you know
what, maybe we didn’t treat this right. And
we haven’t found the proper solution. At
the same time, many indigenous people
are saying, ‘this is a moment for us, they
actually seem serious about wanting to try
to make a relationship’. And we’re going to
have to understand that, too. So I get some
hope in that. I mean, it came at the expense
of us finally realizing what had happened
in residential schools. I mean, I started my
career in Northern Manitoba. I saw that
happening in front of me and I didn’t realize what was happening. I didn’t realize
how bad it was and the impact it was having on people’s lives, not just kids for their
families. But that kind of understanding of
that is a small glimmer of hope.
So is, I think, on the part of people of
all political stripes. We probably don’t
have the kind of political leadership in our
country that we need, or what we want
and can admire. And for that to happen,
it’s going to take a commitment on the
part of a lot more people to run for public office. It could be anything, you know.
Dan (Mathieson) and I are friends … and,
he’s not perfect, and I’m not perfect. And
I know that there are issues around Dan
and the electorate, but he’s been there for
what, 20 years? It would be a shock if there
weren’t issues. But yes, he’s decided to
leave, so here’s an opportunity for a new
era of leadership in our community. And
I’ve already been approached by a number
of different people – not to run, but to talk
to them about what’s needed at a time like
this. Now I stay away from that because as
a journalist, I felt that I had to draw a line
somewhere, but the very fact they’re doing
it is encouraging to me.

Municipal elections, you know, are
tough ones to break through in terms of
turnout and all that. But there are people
and groups who are concerned enough to
want to sit down and talk about the future
of their community and look for the right
kind of people to help. That’s really encouraging, and I think the media at some level
has to kind of get that in terms of what’s
going on, too, because we’re probably part
of the problem. Who the hell would want
to run for political office, right? First of all,
it isn’t easy to win. Most people who run
lose, and if you win, you end up getting
there and you’re away from your family a
lot. In many cases you’re making less money than what you would in the private sector, and people like you and I are chasing
politicians down, all screaming questions
at them that are almost impossible to answer anyway. It’s a thankless job.
ST: Okay, so without being person-specific, what kind of leader do you think
Stratford needs when it comes to picking
up the role of mayor after Dan, who has
been there for so long?
PM: I’ll give you the same kind of generalities I would give you if you asked me
the same kind of questions about someone
who was running federally or provincially; I think it’s going to be somebody who
is not absolutely tied down to hard-edged
ideological positions because of the party
they’re running for and that they shouldn’t
be tied down to the wants and needs of
their community. And how do you know
that – by listening. You know, every once
in a while a new person gets in a race for
political office, and they say they’re ‘going
on a listening tour’. They get on the bus
and drive around Pennsylvania or something and then get off the bus and claim
they know what the Arabic people want,
which is mostly bullshit. It’s just an image
thing – it’s all optics, but in fact that’s what
needs to happen because if that doesn’t
happen then you miss those kinds of currents, like the ones that elected Trump. You
know, they weren’t all deplorables because
Hillary Clinton said it. Some of them were
… but there’s also a lot of just ordinary
people who were faces with a lifestyle they
didn’t enjoy or job problems they felt were
working against them and nobody seemed
to care. You know, all these kinds of things
could have been caught if people had actually listened.
Oddly enough, the people who listened
back in 2014, 2015 and the run-up to Trump
running were the kind of Rogers Ailes and
Steve Bannon, who said, ‘we can tap into
that’. Well, I’m not advocating that kind of
style, but I am advocating a style where the
men and women who run for office, whether it’s a town council in Stratford, or the
leader of a provincial or federal party, that
they run with a real first-hand knowledge
of the country. And that’s not just by looking at polls, which can be manipulated any
way concerned people want them to be. It’s
about really understanding your people by
having regular town halls, by listening to
those who are upset with you. You’re going to hear from more of them than those
who like you. We both know what that’s

like, because we never hear from the reader or listener who says to you that they
love your work and it’s a great thing you’re
doing. It’s usually somebody who’s pissed
off about something and you know, sometimes they’ve got a point.
ST: So as we head towards November
and our municipal election, what are some
of the issues that people need to be thinking about?
PM: I’m not going to list off my top 10
issues, but you know that saying about all
politics being local? In many ways, it is.
I often tell young reporters to start in a
small town or small city because the issues
that you will find people care about are the
real issues – the state of their streets, the
sewer and water systems, their property
taxes, the school board. Those are kinds
of things that most people identify with.
And when they have concerns, because of
living in that community, it’s those politicians who can fix the problem or they
should be talking about. It’s not some person sitting in Ottawa. Their relationship to
you and your home in Stratford, Ontario
is pretty minimal. The argument on mandates was not … most of them have nothing to do with Prime Minister Trudeau.
They were either Doug Ford’s problem or,
you know, God forbid, Dan Mathieson’s.
And people need a basic understanding
of the way their own country works in
making that argument. You can certainly argue how Trudeau handled himself
for those three weeks in Ottawa, why he
didn’t move faster or why he wasn’t asked
by either the Ottawa mayor or the Premier
of Ontario to help.
ST: So to finish, I’d like to get your
thoughts on how Canadians see themselves. We like to think we’re the stereotypical nice, friendly, outgoing people
who are always willing to help, but after
seeing the protests I wonder if there is a
difference between how we picture ourselves in our own heads and how we actually are in reality.
PM: Yeah, I think that’s fair to say, and I
don’t tie it all to those three weeks. But we
tend to make judgements about other people in other countries that we don’t make
about ourselves because we tend to ignore
certain things. I mean, we’re not shy about

lecturing the world on human rights, and
yet there are those who would say we
have problems in that area and our treatment of certain minorities and especially
in terms of the indigenous peoples. You
can go almost anywhere in the world as a
Canadian and when you tell people where
you’re from, they look at you and they’re
jealous, they’re envious of what we do
have and the space we have, and the fact
that we’re known as a country that cares
about other people and we’ve shown that
by fighting for them or helping them out
through disasters, tsunamis or what have
you, and they’re envious of us. And so that
still exists in a lot of places in the world,
but increasingly there are those who say,
‘but what about this or that?’, and now it’s
going to be, but what about what you did
to those poor truckers? That’ll be the more
it’s covered internationally, and in some
cases poorly. Even in the New York Times
it just wasn’t right and that really put Canada in a terrible light, and other things that
did happen and have coloured our image
somewhat.
So, I don’t think we are who we think we
are but I think we could be who we think
we are with strong, smart leadership and
not the need to make that many changes.
It’s just by listening and acting on what
we’ve learned that we think is appropriate.
You know, you do elect leaders to lead.
I can remember Trudeau’s father, Pierre.
Unfortunately, I’m old enough to have covered a number of his campaigns. He used
to say a leader must lead, which sounds
like, ‘oh yeah, come on and come up with
a better line’. But when you think about
it, that is what it is. A leader must lead,
must be convinced of where they think the
country needs to go based on whatever information they’ve got and then surround
themselves with people that will help
them get there. And maintain the support
of a country or city or whatever it may be
while doing it. But you’ve got to lead. You
can’t sit there … you’ve got to lead, and
sometimes we elect leaders who are afraid
to lead, and they disappear. And we’ve
seen that with a few leaders through the
pandemic, ones who have basically disappeared on us. That’s not what you elect a
leader for.

Come check out our booth
at the Stratford Home &
Leisure Show!

April 9 • 9 am - 6 pm & April 10 • 10 am - 4 pm
The Stratford Rotary Complex
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Black’s Financial Services

PICK UP A GREAT TRUCK FOR $230 B.W

2017 Ram 1500 Crew Cab 4x4 SXT

Call us for details 519.284.1340

TERM
1 year
3 years
5 years

GIC
1.90
2.55
2.92

8 sp. auto, air, am/fm sat. power windows, locks & mirrors,
tilt wheel, cruise, spray in liner, tonneau, running boards,
tow pkg, alum. wheels and more comes certified and
includes Chrysler ext. warranty

GIC INSURED

*All rates subject
to change without
notice*

230 B.W.

$

$

33,995

Payments over 84 months at 6.74% o.a.c.,
HST and licensing extra

AllRoads.ca | 519-284-3308

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Black’s Financial Services

*All rates subject to change without notice*

Are you taking advantage of the TFSA?
1 YR 1.50 - 3 YR 2.35 - 5 YR 2.50
For more products and
Financial Advice call us today!

2021 YEAR IN REVIEW
TUBE SLIDE
OPENING

Wed. Jan 5th at 5pm
Book your spot online!

GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE
www.rivervalleygolfandtube.com

www.rivervalleygolfandtube.com
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Where history meets modern adventures.
Home of the Canadian Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum
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The pandemic is still making it difficult for people
to gather together. However, through a combination
of social media and low-key in-person event, United
Way Perth-Huron (UWPH) launched their 2021/2022
campaign with an ambitious goal of $2,002,061 and
a commitment to work even harder to help address
#UNIGNORABLE issues such as poverty, mental
health and homelessness faced by vulnerable members
of the Stratford and area community.
“Every campaign kick-off is special,” said Ryan
Erb, UWPH Executive Director. “But for Stratford
and area, this kick-off also marks the beginning of an
important journey. Besides working to raise funds for
existing programs and services across Perth-Huron,
we’re helping fund projects addressing homelessness
in new ways along with our partners at the City of
Stratford and Choices for Change.”
A major focus of this new approach to homelessness is the Stratford Connection Centre (SCC). Final
discussions are currently underway with a downtown
partner to host the centre, providing a safe place for
vulnerable people, empowering individuals to move
toward a better life by connecting them with allies and
supports. This includes access to basic needs such as a
shower and laundry facilities, building social ties and
trust with volunteers and staff and connecting clients
to additional social services through volunteers and
staff.
As part of the project, the City of Stratford is providing funding for two staff members with a focus on
working in Stratford’s downtown core and with the
homeless population who are sleeping rough. They
will also provide a resource for concerned community members to reach out to when they find someone
in need, as well as collaborating with Stratford Police
Services and their outreach vehicle to attend local encampments and deliver food and other supplies, along
with providing transportation.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 2
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The Wilmot-Tavistock Gazette
Serving New Hamburg, Tavistock, Baden, Wellesley, New Dundee, St. Agatha, Shakespeare, Petersburg, Hickson, Punkeydoodle’s Corner and area

FREE

United Way
announces goal,
embarks on
ambitious plan to
end homelessness

“Be in love with the search for truth”
- Maya Angela
Since 1895

FREE
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Region of Waterloo airport to double
in size in the next six months
By Wilmot Post Staff

PRIDE PROGRESS

(FRED GONDER PHOTO)

Wellington Street was closed earlier this week from Downie Street to Market Place to allow for installation of a Pride
Progress crosswalk in front of Stratford City Hall. Council had approved the proposal by Infinite Pride Stratford and
Sirkel Foods owner Kelly Ballantyne in July, as a visual sign of support for LGBTQ+ communities.
The Pride Progress flag was introduced by designer Daniel Quaser in 2018. Using the common six-stripe rainbow
design as a base, the “Progress” variation adds a chevron on the left side that features black and brown to represent
people of colour, and light blue, pink, and white stripes to represent the trans community. The arrow shape indicates
forward movement but that progress still needs to be made.
In order to avoid confusion for drivers and to assist the visually impaired, the crosswalk design also includes a
white border, as recommended by Stratford’s accessibility advisory committee and the CNIB Foundation.

‘This is just too big’ – Concerned
residents speak out over re-zoning
former Sobeys as a high-rise
EMILY STEWART
Contributor

Residents nearby a former Sobeys expressed concern over
whether the location is the best spot for a new high-rise in a
virtual Special Public and Council Meeting.
The meeting, held over Zoom and Facebook live on September 30, featured a public participation meeting for the
development plan and re-zoning application. Dave Hannam,
an agent for Zelinka Priamo Limited, said that the project
proposes a seven-storey high rise on 30 Queensland Drive
where the grocery store used to be. For that to happen, it
must be re-zoned from a residential and commercial prop-

erty to a high density residential property.
Hannam added that residents already expressed a variety
of concerns including noise, a traffic increase, light pollution, and privacy. A petition against the development collected over 120 signatures.
Developers Hugh Handy of GSP Group and Joel Doherty
of HIP Queensland Inc. proposed 162 units, 243 parking
spaces, and 41 bike parking spaces for the seven-storey
building. With a prediction of about 55 to 75 trips to and
from work following the high-rise, an increase in traffic is
not expected.

Perth County’s Best
Music Mix
BROUGHT TO YOU BY

The Region of Waterloo International
Airport (YKF) will double in size in
the next six months, accommodating
growth that will see passenger traffic
increase from 70,000 in 2019 to more
than one million in 2022.

Such was the case earlier this week when
Sarah, one of our two graphic designers,
was laid up in the hospital and we suddenly
found ourselves short-staffed in a position
that requires a specific set of skills.
Our other graphic designer, Tyler, normally lays out two newspapers at the start of
each week (Wilmot and St. Marys), which is
an impressive feat already. Adding a third
newspaper to his workload (Tavistock) in
Sarah’s absence would have been too much
if we wanted to maintain the same level of
quality.

“It is an exciting time for the region
and today is an important milestone
as the airport continues to grow and
drive a thriving economy,” said Regional Chair Karen Redman in a statement

Flair Airlines has been operating out
of YKF since May 2021, adding more
than 100 jobs to the local economy.
Flair is a Canadian, low-cost airline
that is headquartered in Edmonton,
Alberta.

CONTINUED TO PAGE 2

By Stewart Grant
When you are a small business with only a
few employees, sometimes you need to make
sudden adjustments in response to unexpected circumstances.

The regional council recently approved an $11 million project to complete terminal expansion work at YKF.
The project includes the construction
of two buildings that will feature baggage carousels, holding areas, food
services, retail and pre-board screening.

“Airline partners have recently announced an increase in destinations
and frequency of flights, which will
move the airport to the next level in
world-class service. This will also provide more opportunities for the region
in terms of jobs and economic expansion.”

“Flair is extremely proud and excited

Why the Wilmot
Post and Tavistock
Gazette are merged
(for this week)

2ႈFLDOVSXWVKRYHOVLQWKHJURXQGDWWKH5HJLRQRI:DWHUORRDLUSRUWZKLFKZLOOGRXEOH
LQ VL]H LQ WKH QH[W VL[ PRQWKV 7KH UHJLRQDO FRXQFLO UHFHQWO\ DSSURYHG DQ PLOOLRQ
SURMHFWWRFRPSOHWHWKHWHUPLQDOH[SDQVLRQZRUN 3KRWRFUHGLW.DUHQ5HGPDQ7ZLWWHU

to be bringing truly affordable fares to
the Region of Kitchener-Waterloo and
it is wonderful to see the tremendous
customer demand for our services
from YKF,” said Stephen Jones, President and CEO of Flair Airlines.
“The expansion of the airport facilities is a measured and appropriate in-

vestment to provide a great customer
experience at the airport and we look
forward to filling it with happy travellers and to driving continued economic growth in the region.”
Terminal expansion work is expected
to be completed in spring next year.

Therefore, what we decided to do this week
was combine the Wilmot and Tavistock newspapers. Whereas the Wilmot Post averages
16 pages a week and the Tavistock Gazette
is usually 8 or 12 pages, this week we’ve kept
all of the same content but put them together
to make a 28-page newspaper.
We hope to have Sarah back in tip-top shape
next week and return to our regular format,
but in the meantime, I hope you enjoy the
expanded coverage.
If you have feedback, good or constructive,
on how we did this week given the circumstances, please feel to drop us a line at tavistockgazette@rogers.com or wilmotpost@
gmail.com.

Abduction charge laid in local case
By Wilmot Post / Tavistock Gazette Staff

www.stmarysradio.com

A Toronto resident has been charged under section 281 of the Criminal Code with
Abduction of Person Under 14 after an
ongoing investigation in Perth County.

On Monday, October 18, 2021, the Perth
County Ontario Provincial Police (OPP),
under the direction of the OPP Criminal
Investigation Branch (CIB), with the assistance of the Toronto Police Service,

36-year-old

As this is an ongoing investigation, no
further details have been released.

The accused was held in custody pending
a bail hearing.

arrested
and
charged
Corygon Allicock.

Furthermore, a publication ban has been
placed in effect so to protect the identity
of the victim.
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It was a sight some thought they may never see. When
Pope Francis offered an apology to members of Canada’s First Nations citizens for the conduct of some in the
Catholic Church for what they did as part of the residential school system, that was the first official step in what
will be a long journey towards healing.
Some, like Albert Dumont, feel the apology should
have been done here in Canada and not at The Vatican.
Dumont -- an activist, volunteer, poet and spiritual advisor who was born in traditional Algonquin territory
(Kitigan Zibi) – had an opinion piece posted on the CBC
website April 5 and stated he felt it rather odd that First
Nations people had to go to the Pope’s domain to receive
his apology. He says that Indigenous people in Canada
have suffered greatly as a result of the residential schools
and have not been waiting for Pope Francis (or any who
came before him) to come and ask their forgiveness for
what happened. Dumont goes on to say that if Francis is
interested in forgiveness then he should ask for an audience with those from whom he seeks it. He then wondered whether a healing circle will take place where all
parties can heal their wounds together.
Without a doubt, that should happen. Just as many
native communities should not be living without clean
water. That stain will never go away for Canada, and to
right all of the wrongs Indigenous people have had to live
with for generations should not take us generations to fix.
But what we might ask of Dumont and others like him
to consider is this – no journey begins without a first

step, and this step needed to happen just as it has.
According to BBC news, there are 1.2 billion Roman
Catholics in the world today. As of 2020, Catholics comprised 50 per cent of all Christians worldwide and 16 per
cent of the world’s total population. Comparatively, there
are 1.67 million Canadians who, as of the 2016 Census,
self-identify as an Indigenous person (roughly five per
cent of Canada’s population).
Had Pope Francis come to Canada first, visited one of
the First Nations communities and taken part in a healing
circle, would the eyes of the Catholic world have been as
trained on that as they were with the delegation that arrived at Vatican City? Instead, those delegates made the
decision to go and seek out what they were owed from
the one who owed it to them on his turf. And the eyes
of the world – more than just Catholic eyes at that – saw
them get it. They saw a proud people standing up and
being recognized, and then they saw Francis take that
small first step.
More steps need to follow, and soon. In an ideal world,
the Pope would call on Canada to not only make it right
with its First Nations people for the residential school
tragedy, but to make them whole.
This is not a case of being happy with what you finally
got after having to go and get it yourself. The eyes of
the world now see Canada and its Indigenous citizens as
clearly as they ever have because they were willing to
extend their hand first.
Forgiveness is the path to healing, and nobody said it
would be a short one. But the first step has been taken,
and the end of the path is now closer than it has ever
been.

Shout-out to Eco-friendly businesses

Plastic waste is becoming more of a problem every day.
For me personally, plastic packaging became much more
of a challenge because I have been forced to shop virtually due to family health challenges that prohibit me
from any in-store shopping. My challenge has been to
get healthy food in the house without accepting mounds
of plastic that I would have otherwise avoided like the
plague it is.
Luckily, The Little Green Grocery is working hard to
change that. It is a boutique grocery store that has been a
family favourite since it opened in Stratford. It strives to
carry sustainable products with zero waste while remaining a one-stop grocery store. Much of the produce in the
store is produced on local farms, and many of the farms
are organic, so that the food is as healthy and sustainable
as it can be.
I have appreciated many things about The Little Green
Grocery during this difficult time. There is a well-designed website that allows us to shop from home collaboratively. There are friendly people behind the website
who call us before delivering each order, to make sure
that any substitutions are approved. I am able to get everything delivered to the door the day it is ordered in one
or more cardboard boxes. At the same time, I can return
all jars and friendlier plastic takeout containers to be reused. Loose bulk items are packed in paper bags which
I can reuse as kitchen compost liners. There really is al-
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most no waste involved.
Those who are able to shop in the store can reuse glass
or plastic containers for hand soap, dish soap and laundry
soap, as well as many other items. Fortunately, one of the
staff had previously offered to order a whole box of laundry soap for me that has lasted me for months. Wondering
how to get dish soap the same way, I just asked the question and it was delivered in a glass jar that could then be
reused. It is such a relief to talk to people who understand
how best to provide zero waste products, rather than having to explain why I don’t want unnecessary plastic. The
Little Green Grocery has been a lifeline to me.
Of course, I crave guilty pleasures like everyone else.
So I have been investigating ways to have such items delivered. Enter Foodland. In just one quick phone call, any
items carried in the store can be delivered the same weekday morning. Foodland no longer uses large plastic bags,
so it is guaranteed that I will not have to accept any with
my order.
I really appreciate the services offered by these two
stores. They have made my life so much easier. They
have taken away the stress of how to protect my family
from sickness while minimizing the plastic waste that is
generated. Kudos for your excellent customer service and
attention to minimizing plastic waste!
Felicity Sutcliffe
Stratford
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Seeking Sustainability
Welcome to Seeking Sustainability! This
column is written by the Stratford District
Secondary School Eco Club for the purpose of sharing environmental news and
initiatives with the public. Did you know
that pollinators such as bees, butterflies,
and birds are essential to the health of our
ecosystems and our society? These pollinators feed and clothe 90% of the world’s
population, pollinate about one third of the
food we eat, and are key indicators of local
environmental changes.
Without a healthy number of pollinators,
entire food chains are negatively affected by
the loss of plants. Pollinator plants such as
cotton, apples, coffee, almonds, and many
more, are very important because they provide half of the world’s raw materials, such
as oils and fibres; create medicines, such as
aspirin, borneol, and menthol; keep waterways clean; prevent soil erosion; and are
essential to the health of food webs everywhere. Additionally, they produce oxygen
and absorb CO2, which counteracts climate
change.
Unfortunately, these pollinators are suffering from severe population decline.
Increased use of pesticides, as well as native habitat decline—a result of rural and
urban development, climate change, and
declining populations of pollinator-friendly
flowers—are just a few of the contributing

factors.
To help pollinators, we can forgo pesticides and plant a variety of pollinator-friendly native plants in our gardens and
crops. Through this, we will increase the
number of untainted, diverse food sources
available to pollinators, and help eliminate
some of the agricultural ‘food deserts’ that
have been created through current farming practices. Food deserts are areas where
good quality food — in terms of pollinators, this would be nectar or fruit from the
plants they visit — is unavailable without
travelling a good distance away.
Speaking of gardens, it’s almost Spring—
time to get planting! Ontario has a vast
array of lush native plants, such as black
cherry trees, Virginia creeper vines, fragrant sumac shrubs, and bloodroot. Native
plants are both better for the environment
and far less of a hassle for gardeners. These
plants occur naturally in Stratford's environment, and therefore rely less on fertilizer, pesticides, and manual watering. They
also need far less pruning. Native plants are
accustomed to the specific climate and soil
of their region, and have their own defence
mechanisms to conquer pests and diseases.
It is important to never remove native plants
from the ground, but to purchase them at a
local gardening store. Cozyn’s Garden Gallery, Klomps Home and Garden, and Se-

Local citizens want to restore
biodiversity

There is a growing awareness in Stratford
and across Ontario about our disappearing
native birds and animal species due to loss
of habitat. Native plants support native insect
populations, which are vital to provide food
for birds and animals. Without native plants,
we are faced with empty and silent landscapes.
However, local people are coming together to
reverse this frightening trend.
Stratford Area Master Gardeners are spearheading a project to help restore native habitat. Called ReLeaf Stratford, Master Gardeners have teamed up with other local groups,
united by the goal of planting 2,022 native
trees and shrubs in Stratford this year.
On April 30, ReLeaf Stratford will be selling
native trees and shrubs to the public from the
parking lot of the Avondale United Church on
Huntington Ave in Stratford. This will allow
people to increase native habitat in their home
landscape and add to the city's overall biodiversity. Tree seedlings will also be donated to
schools and community organizations.
In addition to supporting tree planting on
private land, 400 native species will be planted on two city sites that have been identified
as needing rejuvenation and biodiversity in
consultation with the Upper Thames River
Conservation Authority (UTRCA) and the
City of Stratford Parks Dept. ReLeaf partner
groups Stratford and District Horticultural
Society, Stratford Field Naturalists, and Stratford District Secondary School Environmen-

bringville Garden Centre are all stores that
carry native plants.
Happy gardening!
Another important thing to keep conscious of when developing green spaces is
urban sprawl. Urban sprawl expands cities
by obliterating natural areas, and encourages unsustainable transportation, because
long, petroleum-burning car rides are required to move from the sprawling suburbs
to the downtown. The Tiny House Movement can help solve that. It’s an architectural and social movement, encouraging simple living in small spaces. Tiny houses are
typically less than 600 square feet.
In addition to the financial benefits of
reduced taxes and utility costs, tiny houses provide many environmental benefits as
well. Tiny houses require much less material than regular houses, meaning less trees
are cut down, and less fuel is used to obtain
these materials. Tiny houses also use less
energy, as less space needs to be heated
and cooled. An average-sized house might
use over 12,000 kilowatt hours of energy
per year. A tiny house might use just 194.
Plus, tiny houses only emit a fraction of the
greenhouse gases an average-sized house
does: only 2,000 pounds per year compared
to the 28,000 pounds of an average home.
Even during these difficult times of
Covid-19, it’s important to stay mind-

tal Club will plant 100 native trees and shrubs
at Dufferin Park bush where hundreds of ash
trees have been lost to the emerald ash borer.
The T.J. Dolan Natural Area will benefit from
this planting project, too. The Dolan needs
additional native species to support wildlife,
including birds and pollinators. Increasing
the tree canopy will mitigate the impact of
climate change by sequestering carbon, and
slowing the rising temperatures associated
with global warming.
Learn more about the importance of habitat
for native birds and animals. ReLeaf Stratford, in partnership with the Stratford Public
Library, is presenting a series of free educational programs consisting of dynamic, interesting speakers. Topics have been chosen as
an introduction to the important role native
plants play in our ecosystem. Entitled ‘Creating Nature-Inspired Gardens’ (www.splibrary.ca/natureinspiredgardens), anyone can
register for these virtual sessions.
For more information about the ReLeaf
Stratford Project and to see descriptions of
the trees and shrubs we will be selling, please
visit the group online at www.releafstratford.
ca. Donate to our public planting projects by
visiting the website and hitting the red DONATE button. A receipt for your donation
will be provided. Visit us on Instagram and
Facebook. You can also email the group with
questions or comments at releafstratford@
gmail.com.

ful of the waste we produce. Some of it’s
right under our noses. For the past two
years, we’ve grown accustomed to wearing masks: let's make it a habit to recycle
them, too! The Rotary Club’s Environment
Committee has created a series of mask
collection and drop-off sites around Stratford, so that we as a community can start
collecting and properly disposing of plastic masks and other protective equipment.
A global estimate of 129 billion face masks
are used every month, most being the easily disposable kind. These single-use masks
are made from plastic microfibers which
can act as sponges that attract a variety
of chemical pollutants, including carcinogenic substances. Scientists have already
found wildlife suffering from the chemicals
these products leak into water and soils, in
addition to the microplastics that are created when they start to break down. So, do
your neighbours (and yourself) a favour by
switching to cloth masks, or starting to recycle your PPE. Many places around town
have already joined this recycling battle, so
don’t let yourself fall behind. For more advice and information, see the QR code for
the Rotary’s homepage, and remember that
you, too, can make a difference, one recycled mask at a time.
Come back in June to see what’s new with
Seeking Sustainability!

...Decision on fees

Continued from front
Additionally, she pointed out that
many people are also moving more
cautiously as the world around them
opens up more and more and downtown businesses want to be able to
accommodate those individuals who
don’t quite feel comfortable re-entering a full-capacity indoor setting.
Members of Council couldn’t agree
on the best way to proceed or what a
tiered fee structure would look like so
they deferred a final decision on the
patio program fees until City staff
brought back options on further pandemic assistance to downtown businesses.
The BIA also spoke candidly during
their presentation about their concern
with their role as an advisory committee due in large part to the “insufficient” time they were given to review
the proposed patio program changes.
Connybeare said that the BIA Board
was “frustrated and disappointed” by
the lack of consultation between the
municipality and the BIA during the
process of developing the fee structure for the patio program, which began late last year. They say the BIA

wasn’t asked for feedback on the subject until February 28th, giving the
BIA less than a month to survey its
members and put together a report
for Council based on the feedback received.
“Sending the proposed patio guidelines to our General Manager on February 28th to share with our members
and Board, giving us 28 days to respond is not, in our opinion, seeking
feedback or drawing on our expertise,” Connybeare said.
“It was only after (Feb. 28) that our
staff had the chance to share the information with our members, initiate
a survey, and begin having discussions with our Board. Our staff has
been more than available to City staff
to have these discussions but they
need to be given a reasonable amount
of time to report back and seek input
from members.”
Connybeare reminded the members
of Council that the BIA members are
volunteers, the majority of which run
their own businesses full-time. She
also pointed out that the BIA feels
like their opinion “is not being sought
until the final hour.”
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Local experts assess Conservative's Homes act
Small benefits seen first, but most will take time

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

With a provincial election
around the corner, the Ontario
Conservative government has
been busy in recent weeks trotting out various carrots for people to nibble at ahead of the June
2 vote.
One such offering, the ‘More
Homes For Everyone Act’ that
was announced by Premier Doug
Ford late in March, has a sprinkling of promise for almost everyone involved in the housing
market – buyers, realtors and
builders alike. In claiming it offers real solutions to address the
provincial housing crisis, the
Act’s highlights include: increasing the non-resident speculation
tax to 20 per cent province-wide;
working with municipalities to
identify and enhance measures
aimed at cracking down on land
speculation; strengthening consumer protections for new homes;
creating a new tool to accelerate
the planning processes for municipalities; and investing more
than $19 million in both the Ontario Land Tribunal (OLT) and
the Landlord and Tenant Board to
help reduce backlogs.
While those are just a few
of the highlights, it was more
than enough to catch the attention of some locals within the
housing industry. Matt Feeney,
board president of the Stratford
and Area Builder’s Association
(SABA) believes incentivizing

municipalities to get site plan
agreements and zoning amendments taken care of in a timely
manner is worth noting.
“Over the years, this has been
a major hurdle,” he said. “Also,
I feel the (non-resident speculation) tax will slow things down
a fraction. But we still need a
lot of housing units for our current population. Our type of customer might change a bit, but I
know personally on our current
builds and waiting list, it’s families wanting to call Perth County
home.”
For Julie Heitbohmer, the Huron Perth Association of Realtors president, there are multiple
points that stand out.
“There are two key elements to
this proposed bill that are highlighted,” she said. “It will provide
an expedited and cost-effective
process for developers along with
added layers of consumer protection and financial support for
first-time home buyers. These
will help with increasing supply
and attainability.”
Asked if the speculation tax
might negatively affect housing
starts, Heitbohmer doesn’t see
that as being an issue.
“This tax increasing to 20 per
cent and expanding to all regions
of Ontario is applicable to land
that contains at least one and no
more than six single family residences,” she said. “The amendment of the tax is an effort by the
Government of Ontario to help
make home ownership more at-
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tainable. Given the deterrent for
non-residents to invest in these
properties, it should provide more
ability for residents of Ontario to
purchase these homes.”
The Conservatives and New
Democrats have made a point
of addressing the ‘missing middle’ in the housing crisis, and the
Act claims it wants to implement
‘gentle-density and multi-generational homes’ across different
municipalities. Heitbohmer says
that the Ford government has indicated that if this bill passes, the
ability to expedite zoning amendments, requirements and approval of applications and permitting
to create these types of homes
will be supported.
“The need for implementation
is urgent and this is a key element
in structuring of the bill,” she
said. “In regards to our local market, this could truly help create
more housing, easing the demand
for more residential dwellings.”
Feeney said he expects to see
more of these types of builds
in the coming years, especial-

ly when wages don’t reflect the
housing prices. He also made
note of the added consumer protections as being important.
“The next generation is going
to need help,” he stated. “This
will mean an in-law suite in the
basement. One thing that will
need to be done right will be
proper documentation to building
departments. We would want to
ensure there are enough fire safety measures in place. And I think
the (new protections for consumers) needs to happen. You don’t
need brick, flooring or counter
tops to close a house, so if these
don’t show up for a few months
after occupancy, they should still
be able to carry the same warranty length.”
This was one area that Heitbohmer stressed was vitally important, as consumer protections
should reflect the process better.
“There is a clear need for this
in this proposed bill: contracts
for new builds are signed long before the actual build takes place,
and prices would be protected
and timelines for developers to
complete projects would be in
place,” she said. “The extension
of the Tarion Warranty Program
goes hand-in-hand with this as
the ability to address issues with
a higher colume of builds is a potential need. Amending submission and completion timelines applicable to Tarion Warranty items
should not be complicated.”
When the Act was announced,
Ontario Home Builders Asso-

ciation (OHBA) president Bob
Schickedanz called it bold legislation that “charts a path forward
which will help create the right
environment to accelerate the delivery of new housing for Ontarians at all stages of life.” Feeney
thinks it’s a good start.
“It starts to address the issues
in development and construction
on the pre-construction stage,”
he said. “It will open up more opportunity for infill and creative
development, which at the end
of the day gets more units on the
market. This Act will take some
time to implement into our housing market, but over the next two
years you will start seeing the
small benefits: more development
coming online will get more units
into the market, so the hope is to
have adequate amount of supply
that will bring the price to a more
normal level.”
Heitbohmer believes this is a
step in the right direction.
“Again, should this bill pass, it
will open up the ability for more
density and development, and it
will give developers the push to
develop lands that are under application or approval,” she said.
“The financial incentives will
support first-time buyers and
help them get into the home ownership they have been striving to
achieve. The tax deterrent could
help keep ownership local. The
Ontario government is heading
in the right direction – this is a
great step forward, and hopefully
we will see more to come.”

Living Wage list grows,
welcomes Resonance Fashion

Resonance Fashion is the latest Stratford business to
make a public commitment to the well-being of their
employees by certifying as a living wage employer.
“I'm personally very excited to receive this certification," said the clothing store's founder, Jo Gordon. "I see
it as an important milestone that tells me we're helping
to build a healthy local economy through our way of doing business. This certification will also help us attract
and engage amazing team members. That’s so important for the long-term sustainability of a retail business,
so it’s encouraging to be certified."
“We would like to thank Resonance for becoming
part of this important movement,” said United Way
Perth-Huron Executive Director Ryan Erb. “By investing in their employees, Resonance is also helping build
a stronger community. We appreciate their support.”
Based on a 35-hour work week, the Perth-Huron living wage is calculated regularly using local data and
considers the living expenses of a weighted average of
family types including a family of four, a single mother supporting a seven-year-old child and a single adult,
once government transfers and deductions are factored
in. Everyday expenses in the calculation include housing, food, utilities, childcare and transportation. For
more information about Perth-Huron’s living wage, visit

www.perthhuron.unitedway.ca.
Visit Stratford on a summer day and you'll see Resonance outfits. They'll be visiting the library, they'll
be coming out of the gym, they will be walking along
the Avon River, they'll be headed off to work, they'll
be attending gala events at the Tom Patterson Theatre.
Founded in 2005 by Jo Gordon in Stratford's historic
downtown, the clothing store helps women and men
resonate in their outfits. That means they feel as good
as they look! With a light-filled showroom and a thriving online presence, Resonance aims to make shopping
for clothing easy and enjoyable. Jo curates a constantly
changing collection, often bringing fashion and active
pieces together into the same outfit. She sources unique
looks from Canadian, European and U.S.-based brands,
many of which are working toward a more sustainable
fashion future.
The Social Research & Planning Council is operated
by United Way Perth-Huron (UWPH) and is comprised
of volunteer community representatives dedicated to
the collection, analysis and distribution of information
relating to local social trends. Research enables United Way to discover and understand the root causes of
issues affecting Perth-Huron and in turn mobilize the
community.
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Real People Serving Real Life.
42 Dunlop Place, RR3 Stratford
www.tirecraft.com

519-273-3111

Numerous motorists only begin the search for new tires when
obvious tire wear is evident, and they must be replaced. Others,
however, don’t wait until the wearbar running across the tire tread is
down to 2/32nds, possibly compromising their safety.
Having your tires replaced at Honeywood Tirecraft is an
opportunity to enhance your driving pleasure. You will likely notice a
smoother ride, less road noise and increased traction in emergency
braking situations.
When the time comes for you to purhase tires for your vehicle,
choosing the right tires usually starts with selecting the right tire
store. Buying new tires is so much more than getting a low price.
Receiving the best combination of performance and value means
understanding the options available to you.
Honeywood Tirecraft is part of the Tirecraft Service Network
(TSN) of independent dealers featuring quality tires at competitive
prices. They have been supplying Ontario with the best names in
tires and providing them with superior automotive service for over
30 years.
Honeywood Tirecraft is guided by local owner Don Winters,
who is assisted by a professional staff.
Honeywood Tirecraft provides quality passenger vehicle and
light-truck tires from Michelin, B.F. Goodrich, Cooper, Yokohama,
Bridgestone/Firestone and more. They also offer tires for commercial
truck and Agro/OTR applications.
Their Firestone farm tractor tires provide excellent flotation,
mobility and pressure for every conceivable soil condition. Custom
wheels, winter rims and accessories complement their extensive
line-up of tire brands.
Dealing with flats, slow leaks, TPMS sensors (Tire Pressure
Monitor Systems, tire changeovers, alignments, plus wheel balancing
is no problem. Honeywood Tirecraft has specially equipped service
trucks for fast roadside service.
Honeywood Tirecraft provides the best prices on new tires for
every vehicle and they come highly recommended. Download the
My Tirecraft Rewards App and receive $20 worth of points after your
first purchases/service. Drop by today, ask about tire rebates.

Enjoy fresh, artful and inspired food
443 Erie St., Unit 2, Stratford

519-273-2253

Black Angus Bakery & Catering a community-minded business
prides themselves on keeping home cooking and home baking alive
and are proud to use quality recipes handed down by generations,
providing quality you can taste with every bite.
Their team is up early every day baking in-store and stocking
the shelves with fresh staples and treats for you and your family.
Fresh baked items include delicious pastries, in-house bread, buns,
cookies, hot cross buns, sausage buns, muffins, tarts, cupcakes,
pies, scones and more. A good selection of gluten-free products are
available.
Black Angus Bakery & Catering create custom cakes made for
your special occasion; birthday, weddings, anniversaries, baptisms
and community events with unique quality designs & baked fresh for
a delicious memorable time.
Their impressive “Ready to Eat Meals” includes home-style
cooked stuffed rolled ribs, lasagna, macaroni & cheese, an assorted
selection of quiche, meat balls, goulash or stroganoff, home style
cabbage rolls, steak & kidney pie, meat loaf, pig tails, Shepherds
pie, beef stew, chicken or turkey meat pies, scalloped potatoes,
sandwiches, chicken & dumplings, tasty soups, chili, famous
housemade relish and pickles, plus tasty side dishes to complete
your meal. They also have a great vegetarian selection providing a
variety of healthy foods. Daily specials include Soup and Sandwich
combos and hot meals.
These tasty meals are appreciated by university students, busy
parents, seniors and anyone who appreciates quality food.
We suggest you try their locally produced pork, chicken & turkey,
and grain fed AAA Black Angus beef from Yungblut Meats.
Local owners, Trevor and Susan Exner and their remarkable
team brings years of experience and the highest quality ingredients
to craft a truly exceptional event and provide Stratford’s best catering
service.
They cater to private parties, weddings, business lunches,
dinners, cocktail receptions and more. Indoors or outdoors, big or
small they can handle it all.
Drop by often as selections and flavours vary daily. Visit their
website www.blackangusbakeryandcatering.ca and read their
impressive online food menu, the gallery, or perhaps view local
Artist Susan Ratz creations. She specializes in watercolours
and needle felting.
Like them on Facebook. www.facebook.
comblackangusbakerycatering/ Gift certificates are available.

Your RV Headquarters Since 1985
5499 Highway 8, RR 3, Mitchell

519-348-5004
1-800-881-0036

Numerous families and seniors are enjoying the RV lifestyle, plus
younger generations are also getting on the RV bandwagon. Whether
you want to head south each winter, experience different Canadian
destinations in the summer or leave your RV in a seasonal park for a
home away from home, Stratford RV Centre has been committed to
enhancing your RV experience with service and savings.
Traveling in an RV has exploded in popularity over the last few
years, and for many reasons. RV travel lets you get outdoors, while
offering the conveniences of a hotel, and is more comfortable than
camping. There really are many benefits to taking a vacation in an
RV over traditional forms of travel including flexibility, cost savings,
and much more.
Local owner, Steve Hubbard, and the friendly staff will take the
time to show consumers the advantages of one model of RV style
over the others, and help you make the right choice - pressure free.
Stratford RV Centre proudly showcase the latest hybrids, travel
trailers, fifth wheels, and toy haulers models by JAYCO, a leading
manufacturer in the RV industry since 1968. They also boast a wide
range of rental vehicles.
Stratford RV Centre sells quality constructed Canada Trailerslandscape, utility trailers, deckover, dump trailers, heavy equipment
and gooseneck, plus Continental Cargo enclosed trailers.
Stratford RV Centre has a fine selection of pre-owned RV’s.
Trade-ins are always welcome. Ask them about leasing and financing
options.
Stratford RV Centre has a large selection of accessories, and
genuine JAYCO OEM parts for your recreation vehicle. Their service
technicians can provide professional installations.
Ask about their AAA 10x8x4’ dump bins, perfect for renovations.
They can also be rented for commercial customers job sites.
Stop by today the new 2022 models are in stock and really to go!
View Stratford RV Centre’s new and pre-owned RV inventory, shop
for parts and accessories online at www.stratfordrv.ca. For regular
updates and promotions, follow them on Facebook.

618 Huron St., Stratford

www.shopnofrills.ca

The team at Craig & Jess’ No Frills realizes that significant
turmoil and upheaval the pandemic has created and affected the
lives of many in the community. Their store is dedicated to doing
everything possible to help customers through challenging times
and good times alike by providing the best value possible, without
sacrificing quality or service.
No Frills® with 200+ locations buys in large quantities direct from
the manufacturer or distributor, and have the tremendous buying
power of Loblaw Companies, Canada’s largest food distributor
founded in 1919.
Craig & Jess’ No Frills is a community-minded business owneroperated by Craig and Jess Posthumus, who are assisted by a
friendly, helpful staff.
No Frills® provide the freshest fruit, vegetables and organic
produce arriving regularly to their produce department, They feature
a large selection of fresh meats, seafood, baked goods and treats,
frozen foods, deli and grocery items, plus pet food, bottled water and
more.
Consumers shopping at Craig & Jess’ No frills benefit from
better weekly specials and everything is fully guaranteed. In addition
to the national brands, No Frills® feature President’s Choice® (the
brand worth switching supermarkets for™), PC® Organics™, PC®
Blue Menu®, environmentally friendly PC® Green™, Club Pack®
large size or multi-pack items, no name® Naturally Imperfect™ line
of products. Also, look for the simple check™ symbol on over 500 no
name® products.
You earn Free groceries by using your President’s Choice PC
Financial® MasterCard® to pay for purchases at No Frills®. PC
Optimum program for your personalized store experience, where you
earn points.
Save time and shop online at PC Express and pick up your order
at No Frills®. It’s grocery shopping made easy!
At No Frills® their prices “Won’t Be Beat®. If you find a cheaper
price, simply show them, and they will match it. Gift cards are
available year round, and are appreciated by everyone.
Become a HAULER and Get The Frill Out Of Your Bill by shopping
at Craig & Jess’ No frills today! Like them on Facebook and view
their awesome weekly deals!

The Appliance Specialist Since 1962
237 Huron Road , Sebringville
located 5 minutes west of Stratford

519-393-6181
800-265-4567

Today’s newest generation of appliances are designed to simplify
household chores with time-saving efficiency and convenience.
Upgrading from older inefficient appliances to new Energy Star
compliant models will save you money year after year, and reduce
your carbon footprint for a cleaner environment. Style has also
become as important to homeowners as technology, with today’s
appliances from Phelans Place bringing elegance to our decor and
enjoyment to your everyday activities.
With a well-educated team of experts, you’ll find an easy, relaxed
experience when you shop at Phelans Place for ranges, cooktops,
wall ovens, microwaves, refrigerators, freezers, dishwashers, front
load and top load washers, dryers, plus central vac systems and
accessories.
Their showroom has numerous appliances on display, and their
Product Experts are some of the most knowledgeable in the industry.
They’re your guide to finding the perfect appliances to fit your home,
budget and lifestyle.
The appliance specialists at Phelans Place a family-owned
business have the product knowledge and expertise to help explain
the newest technologies and features, outline your choice of styles,
and address your energy efficiency concerns. More importantly, they
can discuss such factors as warranties, maintenance and installation
requirements. They offer package pricing, free delivery in their trade
area and convenient removal of old appliances.
Phelans Place showcases all the newest design choices
and technologies from the world’s high demand brands such as
Kitchenaid,®, LG, Frigidaire, Samsung, Whirlpool. Maytag, Bosch,
Amana, Elica, and Danby to mention a few.
Whether you purchased from Phelans Place or elsewhere,
their qualified team provides parts for most makes and models for
the handyman. If they do not have the part you need in stock, they
can order it from one of their suppliers, and have it in store within a
few days pending availability. They also stock laundry soap, washer
cleaner, and dish detergent, as well as refrigerator water filters.
Owner, Mary Adair and the staff extends a warm welcome and
invites you to discover for yourself what keeps customers coming
back to Phelans Place and referring family and friends. Drop by
today or visit them online www.phelansplace.com to view their
products, and special promotions.
Like them on Facebook.
www.facebook.com phelansplaceappliances/

Quality Service You Can Count On Since 2010
15 Griffith Rd., Stratford
aandaautomotive@gmail.com

519-275-3023

At A&A Automotive, they take auto repair and customer service
seriously. They’ll treat your vehicle as their own and make sure that
the work they do exceeds your expectations.
To keep your vehicle running properly at all times, A&A
Automotive offer a number of services that are carried out by
certified, expert auto service and repair technicians who have years
of experience performing everything from oil changes to a complete
engine overhaul.
A&A Automotive use high-tech diagnostic equipment to
guarantee your vehicle is repaired and/or serviced correctly the first
time around, and they only use the highest quality warranty approved
replacement parts, filters, oils, and components when it comes to
your vehicle.
A&A Automotive offers full-service preventive maintenance and
automotive repair, for both domestic and imports- small vehicles, full
size sedans, vans, SUVs and pickup trucks.
Look to A&A Automotive for such services as lube-oil-filter, tire
sales and service, brakes, suspension, steering, exhaust, climate
control, transmission maintenance, safety Inspections, and general
repairs.
A&A Automotive is an authorized Carquest
TechNet®
Professional Automotive Service facility providing top- notch
automotive service and repairs that come with a nationwide limited
warranty across North America, for 24 months or 40,000 kms.,
whichever comes first.
A&A Automotive has more to offer than the average automobile
repair mechanic. Many people look for ways to maintain their vehicle
and minimize the cost of repairs. To drive that incentive with their
clients, A&A Automotive believes in educating motorists on their
vehicles and the best maintenance practices.
A&A Automotive takes the time to explain every job, and always
provide you with an estimate in advance. You can be rest assured
that their technicians have been trained to repair your vehicle — no
matter what the age, make or model.
We suggest you call Al today to book an appointment and start
enjoying exceptional automotive repairs at a fair price.
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Kiwanis Festival extends 2022 entry deadline for
school groups

Kiwanis Festival Stratford [KFS] is extending its 2022 entry deadline to Wed
April 20 for school groups only. This is
to recognize that teachers have only just
begun to work with their musical ensembles again so they will need more time to
prepare their submissions.
KFS will also offer recording services
to support this extended deadline, either at
Avondale Church for those
who can arrange travel or
via mobile services which
can record school groups at
their school.
The entry deadline for all
other classes remains Monday Apr. 11.
Other highlights for this
year’s festival include a digital concert ‘Family Treasures’ as this year’s annual benefit -- a
4-episode tribute to ‘family’ featuring
performances by adjudicators CJ Capital
(Freestyle Rap), Daniela Gassi (Strings),
Jeff Madden (Voice_Pop/Jazz), Anthony
Rissessco (Fiddle) and mom Marianne,
Emma Rush (Guitar), Petya Stavreva (Piano_Intermediate/Senior), Kristan Toczko
(Harp); 2021 KFAF winners Garrett
McKee, Angela Liang, Paris Cai, Nadine
Simmons; and reminiscences with the
Collier, Root, Shaw, Westman and Chung

families.
This can be seen on RogersTV (channel
20 in Stratford) on Sunday, Apr. 10 at 7
p.m., and then on Sunday, Apr. 17 at 7
p.m. It can also be viewed online at www.
kiwanisfestivalstratford.com.
This section of the Festival is sponsored
by Home & Company Real Estate.
Festival submissions will be broadcast
on RogersTV (channel 20
in Stratford) on Sunday
evenings at 7pm starting
April 24 and via the Festival’s YouTube channel.
Participants can opt in to
be considered for a Kiwanis
Festival Audience Favourite
[KFAF] award. Voting will
continue all summer with
winners announced in September.
Adjudicators will meet entrants via
Zoom at the end of April to announce
placements, awards, and recommendations for Provincials; interested viewers
may register to participate with a request
for a PayWhatYouCan donation. ‘Stars of
the Festival’ will take place Tuesday May
10 at 7 p.m. at Avondale Church, subject to
public health guidelines. The Stars show
is proudly sponsored by W.G. Young Funeral Home.

Knox Church secures preservation partnership with Urbanistyc

The congregation at Knox Presbyterian
Church in Stratford announced a partnership today with Urbanistyc, a BMI
Group company, that will preserve one
of Stratford’s most historic churches. The
agreement signed by both the church and
developer will allow for continued use of
the church by the congregation and future
development of the full church site.
A Letter of Intent from Urbanistyc has
been approved by the church’s Session,
Trustees, the re-development Task Group,
and the congregation. The congregation
met tonight to provide final approval.
“Working with this developer will
sustain the life, heritage and purpose of
Knox,” says Allan Rothwell, Chair of the
Knox Task Group . “The redevelopment
of the church is very intentional and will
allow the Knox congregation to focus

once again on our faith and how it is expressed in Stratford.”
The letter confirms the sale of the
church property and a plan that will preserve the heritage building at the corner
of Ontario and Waterloo streets. The BMI
Group has also made a commitment to
further investments that will address improvements to the exterior of the church
building and basic building code issues
in the interior, many that are associated with upgrades to the sanctuary. The
agreement also allows the congregation
to lease back space for worship and other
purposes. Partners to the agreement have
agreed to a June 30, 2022, closing.
Urbanistyc has extensive experience
with the preservation and repurposing of
heritage buildings.
“For so many years, the local arts community has been dreaming about what could be
achieved if we had a quality performance space outfitted with modern tech-

nical infrastructure," said Ron Dodson,
who co-chairs SACC along with Chris
Leberg. “Working with the developer
and Knox, the Knox Next Stage project
will create a site that inspires artistic excellence and wows its audiences."
For several years now, a Task Group of
Knox members has been seeking solutions for sustaining and re- imagining
the historic church property that has become too expensive for the congregation
to maintain. The Task Group also sought
input from the Trinity Centres Foundation (TCF), Canada’s leading consulting
resource for church congregations looking to reconfigure their building use and
sustain their community presence.
“We are excited to begin the work on
this project in earnest,” says Paul Veldman, Managing Director of the BMI
group. “Our next steps include working with Knox and SACC to lay out the
different uses for the building, begin
adapting the structure for more shared
uses, and add more facilities to serve

the amazing arts community within
Stratford!”
Next steps involve further discussions
among the developer, the Knox congregation and the Stratford Arts and Culture
Collective (SACC) about how the site
might evolve so it delivers significant
economic, social and cultural benefits to
the community. As a result of their joint
work on the Knox Next Stage Project in
recent years, SACC and Knox believe
that the main sanctuary of the church can
be converted into a much-needed space
for the performing arts with an emphasis
on community-based groups and independent artists.
SACC has identified the need for a
state-of-the art facility that could handle
community-based theatre, arts and musical productions, and other cultural activities. The developer shares this vision
of Knox as a vital arts hub and wants to
ensure that the future of the church remains linked to the local community and
the creative energy of its artists.
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A Pork Chop Apple Butter Tart?
It’s a Royal Winter Fair Winner!
LISA CHESTER-HANNA
Stratford Times Correspondent

Corinne Robertson’s unique
take on the beloved butter tart not
only brought home first place at
the 99th Royal Agricultural Winter Fair, it was the Premier Exhibitor winner in the homemade
category. It was only the second
time she has brought her tarts to
the Royal Winter Fair for judging.
She started attending the fair in
2019 to check out the competition,
“We went to see what the butter
tart competition was all about so
we went on ‘Tart Day’, after the
judging. We wanted to see how
you entered and what the judging
was about. If you win, they want
you to come on Tart Day with
four hundred samples, that’s one
hundred tarts cut in four pieces
and served in little cups. You can
also bake as many as you like and
package them in six and they were
selling them for $15. People were
buying them up!” she explained.
They judge you on six categories, with a score of five points
per category: originality, taste,
texture, appearance, crust quality
and aroma.
“When I made the special ingredient tart, that’s my smoked pork
chop with apple tart, I received
twenty-eight points out of thirty.
I ended up being the Premier Exhibitor baker because I accumulated the most points overall. It
made me feel pretty special, there
were seventeen entries in the category,” said Robertson.
The recipe for her Smoked Pork
Apple Butter Tart was pure inspiration. She had heard of people
making bacon tarts before and
thought, lots of people eat pork

BUTTER TART WITH PORK?

(GARY WEST PHOTO)

Stratford’s Corinne Robertson, showing her prize winning butter tarts
and rosettes that made her a champion from this past years Royal Agricultural Winter Fair.

chops with apple sauce for supper, so thought she’d cut up some
smoked pork chop and sautéed it
with a little smoke -- just a little
bit so as not to make it too tough.
She then thought she’d add a
Granny Smith apple and a little
bit of cinnamon to the mix.
“I had the neighbours try and
they were all doing taste tests,
and some of the family tried it
and we figured out what worked.
Some really liked it and some just
couldn’t think about meat in a
tart,” she laughed.
There are also prizes for the
winning tarts, beyond bragging
rights. There is a cash prize for
first, $50, down to fifth place,
and the Premier Exhibitor wins
a large beautiful first place ribbon. It costs $10 per entry of tart

for each category of plain butter
tart, raisin butter tart and special
ingredient tart. Bakers can make
one entry for the first two categories, but as many as they’d like
to enter in the special ingredient
category. The last two years of the
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair
have been virtual.
“I emailed them and paid for
everything online then they
mailed all the stickers and everything and we drove them to
Brampton. They judged them
in September but we didn’t find
out the results until November 5.
That’s when they do their virtual
Fair and announce the winners.
So you had to wait all that time
to find out if you won anything,”
Robertson said.
Robertson has been a member

Queer Book of the Month Club

Go Tell It On the Mountain, by James Baldwin
@SPL: FIC Baldw
Go Tell It On the Mountain is American writer and civil rights activist James
Baldwin’s first novel. Published in 1953,
this semi-autobiographical work is about
fourteen-year-old John Grimes, son of a
Pentecostal preacher, who is coming of age
in 1930s Harlem. Quiet and smart, John
grapples with how his emerging sexuality
is challenging his relationship with God,
and by extension his family and church
community.
Using a non-linear narrative, Baldwin
unravels the complex and sinful histories
of John’s abusive father, Gabriel, his loving
mother Elizabeth, and his father’s sister,
Florence. These memories also reflect the
social conditions Black Americans were
subjected to at the turn of the 20th Century, including the racist violence that encouraged John’s
parents to move from the South and the bitter treatment
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of Stratford Agricultural Society win at your own Fall fair, then
for over fifteen years where she you go on to the District compeis a convener. She has entered a tition. From there you go against
lot of her tarts in contests for fun; all the other district winners in
if you’re a professional, you sell Toronto to compete at the conyour baking and hear feedback vention held in February of each
but if you’re a home baker, it’s year. This was in 2019.”
It proved a good beginning for
just in your house for family and
friends. Entering these baking her foray into the Royal Agriculcontests is an exciting way to get tural Winter Fair, encouraged
feedback on the quality of your by her husband who always said
she didn’t realize just how good
own baked goods.
A good butter tart depends on her tarts are. The first year there,
the pastry, so what’s the secret 2020, her tarts placed second and
behind a good pastry? “Well, you two fourths.
Robertson loves baking, it’s redon’t play with it at all, you don’t
hardly touch it. I don’t knead it. laxing for her. She has been bakJust blend it in the pastry blender, ing for over forty years where she
and then stir, it will go into a ball, started at Dorothy’s bakeshop on
I then roll it out. And of course, Wellington Street making tarts,
everything is made from scratch. donuts and pies. Her mother
I never give out my filling recipe never baked, none of her family
to anyone, a perfect butter tart did, though her grandmother did
can’t be too solid yet it can’t be make cookies for her.
She is planning on making anrunny with a drip. It has to be
gooey without being runny. It’s other entry in the 2022 special
the eggs that make it more solid ingredient tart category but, “I’m
so you have to play with the eggs not sure what yet, I don’t want to
and play with the recipe to get it give away my secrets but I think
I’ll enter again because this will
right,” she shared.
Previous accolades for Robert- be the one-hundred-year anniverson’s butter tarts came when she sary of the Fair. If I do win, I’ll
won third place at the provincial probably have to take a week’s
level for the Ontario Association holidays to bake to get ready to
of Agricultural Society. She went go and sell all this stuff.”
This year they will be travelup against bakers from over 215
Ontario fairs in that one before ling to Toronto to bring her tarts,
claiming bronze. All the fairs in because the Royal Agricultural
Ontario are broken up into dis- Fall Fair will be in person again,
tricts of which Stratford is Dis- finally, at the CNE.
trict
8,
and there
are
13
fairs in
District
8.
1)What tiny vessel connects an artery with a vein?
“So
first you
2)Musician Bo Didley is famous for playing which

they continued to endure in the North. Each peek into
the family’s history gives insight into how Gabriel and
Elizabeth’s experiences informed the tense
nature of their family dynamic, especially the roots of John’s troubled relationship
with his father.
For fans of literary fiction who can handle some grey areas, Go Tell It On the
Mountain makes a great fit. While the story deals with the moral hypocrisy, repression, and fear its characters experience as
devout worshippers, it never denies the importance of the religious community that
inspires John’s spiritual relationship with
God and others. When reflecting on the
depictions from Baldwin’s real life, readers will appreciate his work incorporating
the multiple facets of his identity as a queer
Black man so meaningfully into this story.
Emma Brommer
Public Service Librarian
Stratford Public Library

Weekend Quiz

instrument?
3)What is the more common name for rubella?
4) What name did the British royal family adopt in
1917?
5)What’s de-ionized water better known as?
6)What do the French call La Manche?
7)Who was the first US president to travel in a car, a
train and a submarine?
8)Which of the Seven Dwarfs comes first alphabetically?
9)What was the first event decided at the 1896
Olympics?
10)Which actress began life as Doris Kapellhoff?
This week’s answers are found on pg. 31
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Here for Now Theatre Company exceeding
Mongillo’s expectations

JULIA SCHNEIDER
Stratford Times Correspondent

You've likely heard of the Here For Now
Theatre company; perhaps you’ve wondered if it's here for good?
The company, which I'll henceforth refer to as HFN, was started by Waterloo
native Fiona Mongillo fresh out of UBC's
Bachelor of Fine Arts program in 2012.
Since then, the dynamic Ms. Mongillo has
been active on the Canadian theatre scene
but her company was not widely noticed
in Stratford until 2019, when it presented several plays here in venues, like the
Knox Church, that suited the actor-driven, tech-light, issue-driven plays that are
her specialty. It was only in 2020, indeed,
that Stratford began to really notice Mongillo and HFN, when the unimaginable
happened: The Festival Theatre had to
cancel its season due to the pandemic
and Stratford, the Theatre Town, was left
without live theatre for the year!
In a recent interview Mongillo spoke
about the turmoil of that time. She had
been planning to present three plays, including Whack, which had been an audience hit at the Knox the year before.
Mongillo had collaborated with Mark
Tewkesbury in the creation of this play,
based on the historical case of an abused
woman and her experience with the legal
system in 1911 after she killed her hus-

band. This is a situation that still evokes
legal nightmares today in cases of domestic violence and battered women, and
Mongillo played a leading role in its enactment as well as its creation.
When faced with the hazards the pandemic brought about, she spoke of "the
calculated risk of taking all of the information that was being presented and putting it together " which resulted in a plan
whereby plays could be safely presented.
She still marvels at the serendipity of the
timing; the plan all came together at the
exact time the plays had been planned to
open before the pandemic hit.
In addition to Whack and the other two
plays already planned, HFN somehow
managed to mount three additional productions in 2020. They played to small
audiences (maximum 20) outside the
Bruce Hotel, and thus ‘the theatre on the
lawn’ came into being and indoor hazards
were avoided. HFN played an important
role that year. For the theatre town to be
without its regular live theatre was beyond belief, but HFN provided some relief
and whetted appetites for more; the main
problem for those desirous of the experience was getting a ticket!
When 2021 came around, the ambitious
HFN season was dubbed the New Works
Festival. It included ten plays (all newly
written or produced) with 160 performances.

"It exceeded all the targets we had set as
a company, " says Mongillo, as audiences
flocked to avail themselves of what was
going on outside the Bruce. In the meantime, the Festival Theatre had reopened in
a drastically pared-down form, with six
plays mounted in temporary theatre canopies; the late-opening Three Tall Women
was the sole production that was presented indoors, at the Studio Theatre.
This year, HFN continues its tradition of
producing intimate theatre with a strong
emphasis on storytelling, focusing on stories of women and seeking also to amplify
all unheard voices, and thus to "challenge
and inspire its audiences." From what
Mongillo says, it has had an extra unexpected effect: she says that some people
who had never seen a play before come
and find they love the theatre experience,
and thus a playgoer is born!
Some wonder about the relationship of
HFN and the Festival, to which Mongillo has a ready reply. "High tides raise all
ships," she says. In a theatre town like
Stratford the differences of HFN fare
from the Festival's usual classics, musicals and larger-scale productions produce
a symbiotic, rather than a competitive relationship and this feeds into the desire
for theatrical diversity in a world with
too few examples of it. Mongillo says that
both the Festival’s Artistic Director Antoni Cimolino and Executive Director Ani-

ta Gaffney are friendly and "on the same
side” as she.
HFN also benefits actors and other creative people in Stratford, which Mongillo
calls "an easy place to love." She notes
that half of those who have been or are
currently involved in her company also
work at the Festival Theatre, including
such well-known theatre figures as Jonathan Goad, Marion Adler and Jessica B.
Hill, the last two of whom are working together on a play that will be presented as a
production-in-progress this year.
After two years outside the Bruce, this
year HFN is moving indoors to the Community Room at the Falstaff Family Centre for its season beginning in July and
running to September. "The Bruce was a
really generous host… in a tough time, "
says Mongillo, but she is looking forward
to a venue where weather does not present
so much of a challenge to her non-profit
company. Falstaff has other advantages
as well: it will allow for up to 80 in the
audience, it is closer to the city core, and
it already has assembly permits in place;
moreover, Loreena McKennitt, FFC's
owner, is a "huge supporter of Here and
Now.”
And so, do you still wonder about the
Here For Now Theatre Company? If so,
maybe you should go to one of its performances. But act fast, for tickets go fast
and may not be here tomorrow!

McKennitt helps raise funds for Ukraine relief
Singer’s prairie roots connect her to current unrest

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

All of Loreena McKennitt’s concerts are deeply
personal for her, but her recent participation in a pair
of sold-out shows in London shows her connection to
what’s going on in Ukraine is a strong reminder of her
Manitoba roots.
The shows, held at London’s historic Aeolian Hall
March 24-25, helped to raise approximately $72,000
for Ukrainian relief and refugees. As the show’s headliner, McKennitt thrilled the audience with her sets but
also took the time to thank and urge them to continue
helping those most in need as a result of the attacks
Ukrainians have been suffering from for more than a
month.
“As citizens of Canada, and indeed for all citizens
around the world, we must appreciate that our destinies are intertwined with the destinies of others,” she
said.
In talking about growing up in Manitoba and the connection to Ukrainian culture she developed, McKennitt
remembered a trip to Minnesota with the Ukrainian
male chorus and how that has stayed with her.
“The Ukrainian community is quite strong and vibrant (in Manitoba and on the prairies), and one of my
first performing experiences was travelling to Minneapolis (with the chorus),” she said. “So when I was
living in Winnipeg and involved in the theatre and musical theatre, there were quite the number of Ukrainian
people that were involved. They were so woven into
the fabric when it came to life there – restaurants, culture, the whole thing, and that was within my experience of knowing and meeting and encountering people

with Ukrainian heritage.”
She went on to talk about how her maternal
great-grandparents, who were Russian Mennonites,
had fled that part of the world (what is now southern
Ukraine). In doing so, they helped to add to Canada’s
multi-cultural fabric and help give her part of her own
history. But as history of a different kind plays out in
front of us all, McKennitt says whether or not she has
roots that reach to Ukraine doesn’t change what we’re
all witnessing.
“I think anyone who cherishes civil society … knows
that rests and has rested on for decades democracy and
human rights,” she said. “There are different permutations of democracy, but I think after the second world
war, once the universal declaration of human rights
was established it gave us a framework for future reference. I found this invasion deeply upsetting and I’ve
realized that this is a wake-up call. We can’t take for
granted the peace and tranquility we’ve had in this
part of the world. There are other troubled places like
Sudan, Syria and Yemen, but I think a lot of people are
really shaken and have woken up and become re-sensitized following this attack.”
The songstress doesn’t have anything else specifically planned at the moment to help with the ongoing
relief for Ukraine, but she’s keeping her ears and her
options open.
“I’m still trying to learn who is doing what in this
community,” she said. “I’m aware that some of the
churches are working on things, and the multicultural
(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)
association might be as well, but I’m certainly been DOING HER PART
wondering whether there could be room for some more Loreena McKennitt took part in a pair of concerts over in London
high-profile fundraising things done here in Stratford. at the end of March, helping to raise nearly $72,000 for Ukrainian
I just haven’t gotten past reflecting on that yet.”
relief and refugees.
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County modernizes historic Courthouse

At the regular meeting of on February
17, 2021, Perth County Council took an
important step toward improving accessibility and modernization of the Perth
County Courthouse by awarding the contract for the Courthouse Elevator project
to Elgin Contracting & Restoration Ltd.
The contract, worth $1,085,000 plus
HST, will substantially improve the accessibility of the County Courthouse
through the addition of a modern elevator to the facility.
Originally opened on May 9, 1887, the
Perth County Courthouse is an exam-

ple of High Victorian architecture and
is renowned for being one of the most
magnificent courthouses in Ontario with
many of the original building features
still intact. Measures have been taken
over the years to show good stewardship
of this historic facility including the replacement of the spire in 2009 and the
replacement of the slate roof in 2014.
“The addition of a modern elevator is
an important step in the history of this
facility.” said Warden Jim Aitcheson.
“Council has taken steps to ensure the
accessibility and longevity of the build-

Research and Planning Council
releases housing report

United Way Perth-Huron’s Social Research & Planning Council (SRPC) released a new Future of Housing report
looking at the growing housing challenges
faced across Perth-Huron and the impact
it has on the well-being of local communities.
“We are facing a crisis across our region,” said SRPC’s Director of Research
Joelle Lamport-Lewis. “This isn’t just an
affordability problem — although it is certainly challenging for many to find housing they can afford — it’s also become a
workforce problem. Many local employers
are struggling to fill open positions and a
lack of housing magnifies the issue. It’s
easy to see why the crisis around housing
and how to solve it are important not only
for the personal well-being of local people, but also for the economic well-being
of the region.”
Over the last 12 months, the average

price for a detached home in Perth-Huron
increased over 35 per cent to $549,000 and
rent for a two-bedroom unit has increased
by 18 per cent to over $1,200 a month.
While recognizing the challenges, the Future of Housing also proposes actions that
would help build a healthier local housing
outlook including an education campaign,
workforce attraction and retention, collaboration, consolidation and clarity of
direction and potential big system change.
To view the Future of Housing report, visit perthhuron.unitedway.ca.
“We hope this report encourages more
conversations around taking action to
solve the housing crisis we’re facing,”
added Lamport-Lewis. “There is a growing awareness and willingness locally and
the Future of Housing report aims to add
to that awareness and be part of the solution, helping ensure all residents in our
communities have access to housing.”

Pettapiece highlights local
agriculture priorities

Perth-Wellington MPP Randy Pettapiece spoke in the Ontario legislature
recently to highlight some of the priorities discussed at the recent Perth County Federation of Agriculture’s Federal-Provincial Forum.
“Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Last Monday, I attended the Perth County Federation of Agriculture’s annual federal-provincial forum. I am honoured
to have participated in this event just
about every year since I was first elected in 2011. These are always constructive conversations. This year was no
exception,” he said. “Representatives
from the PCFA, commodity and farm
groups presented their ideas and concerns. One common theme was that
Ontario’s agricultural sector is facing
labour shortages. Finding and retaining agricultural workers in Ontario was
difficult even before the pandemic. In
the past two years, it has become even
harder.”
Pettapiece said other issues were discussed, including Ontario’s Risk Man-

agement Program and its importance in
maintaining stability in the agricultural
sector, and the importance of education
when it comes to bringing young people
into agriculture. He added comments
about increasing processing capacity
province-wide, which will see more
goods brought to market – benefitting
both producers and consumers.
“If the past two years have taught us
anything, it is the importance of having
secure, domestic food production. Ontario is fortunate to have that,” he said.
“I would like to thank PCFA President
Julie Danen and Sharon Weitzel for
hosting and organizing this event. For
nearly 11 years, it has always been a
privilege to work with PCFA, as well as
the Wellington Federation of Agriculture, Christian Farmers, and all the agriculture associations in Perth-Wellington. They represent farmers well, but
they do more than that. They represent
the interests and values of rural Ontario, and its future. Working together, we
know that future will be bright.”

ing allowing for improved access for the
public and staff who enter the facility
regularly.”
“We are excited to move forward on
this project and work with the contractor
to plan the next steps.” said John McClelland, Director of Public Works. “Staff
will work closely with the contractor
throughout the project to minimize disruption to services during this important
project.”
“This is an exciting phase in the history
of Perth County and of this facility.” said
Lori Wolfe, CAO “Through this project
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Council has shown a continued commitment to the good stewardship of County
facilities and resources.”
The Perth County Courthouse is home
to both County Administration Staff as
well as the Superior Court. A date for the
ground breaking and construction schedule has yet to be finalized. Perth County
will communicate any and all service disruptions through the website and social
media channels. To learn more about the
history of the Perth County Courthouse,
visit: https://www.perthcounty.ca/en/living-here/perth-county-history.aspx.

Pettapiece announces new
long-term care beds in riding

Four local long-term care homes will
receive 166 new beds and 282 upgraded
beds, Perth-Wellington MPP Randy Pettapiece in March. It is part of the government’s $6.4-billion commitment to build
more than 30,000 net new beds by 2028
and 28,000 upgraded long-term care beds
across Ontario.
“I have always spoken up for our local
long-term care homes, and it is very encouraging that the government is delivering the beds we need,” said Pettapiece.
“More seniors will get the care they need.
This will remain a major priority for us.”
The new bed allocations will mean three
new buildings for existing long-term care
homes. The allocations include 38 new
and 90 upgraded beds at Hillside Manor in
Perth East; 36 new and 60 upgraded beds
at Wildwood Care Centre in St. Marys; 48
new and 80 upgraded beds at Caressant
Care Arthur; and 44 new and 52 upgraded
beds at Caressant Care Listowel.
“I want to thank and congratulate everyone involved in these bed applications,”
Pettapiece said. “Most importantly, I want
to again recognize all the long-term care
staff who do outstanding work in difficult
jobs, even during the most difficult days

of the pandemic. We cannot thank them
enough.”
The new beds follow an earlier announcement in January, when the Minister of Long-Term Care joined Pettapiece
to share that peopleCare Stratford would
be rebuilt in a brand-new 160-bed facility.
“Our government has a plan to fix longterm care and a key part of that plan is
building modern, safe, and comfortable
homes for our seniors,” said Paul Calandra, Minister of Long-Term Care. “When
the construction at these homes is complete, it will be a place for local seniors to
call home, near their family and friends.”
Pettapiece also explained the government’s plan to fix long-term care and to
ensure Ontario’s seniors get the quality
of care and quality of life they need and
deserve. The plan is built on three pillars: staffing and care; accountability and
transparency; and building modern, safe,
comfortable homes for seniors.
Ontario now has over 25,000 new and
21,000 upgraded beds in the development
pipeline. Over 86 percent of the 30,000 net
new beds being delivered are in the planning, construction and opening stages of
the development process.
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Nature school targets cultivated connection for kids

MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

In a world where protecting the environment is becoming more and more
important, Kendra Martin is trying to
do her part to make sure a younger generation not only recognizes what they’re
dealing with but also developing a love of
nature … from the ground up.
Martin, a teacher with and Masters
of Education and more than 30 years
of experience working in classrooms,
environmental education centres and
therapeutic recreation settings, has recently launched Coyote Nature School
as a means to offer children a holistic
experience to complement their in-class
learning. Students who attend CNS learn
about shelter building, hiking, tracking animals, using tools, journaling and
more in a very hands-on environment.
As the school’s website states, this authentic experience helps build resilient,
confident and capable children who ask
questions and think critically about the
world around them.
It gives Martin the chance to continue
teaching but also reconnect with her love
of being outdoors.
“Learning outdoors always brought
about unexpected attitudes and personal
traits in students, which created different
avenues to reach and teach them in the
classroom,” she said. “The more time I
spent outdoors with students, the more
settled and focused their work inside became. They retained information more
readily, were able to apply learning to
new situations and make complex connections to new concepts. Children who
were quiet and reserved inside were able
to demonstrate leadership and competence in outdoor skill areas, and this set
them up for greater peer acceptance and
opened up avenues for new friendships.
My classes became strong, cohesive
and caring communities after months of
spending at least half of each day outdoors. With overwhelming evidence of

A REAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS)

Students taking part in the Coyote Nature School’s ‘Welcome Spring Program’ got to experience some real up close and personal learning recently – whether it was collecting samples, building snowmen or other activities, there were plenty of smiles mixed in with lots of
education.

student success, I decided to take the
next step and focus on nature connection
as my personal and professional priority.”
Shifting from conventional education
to something nature based was an easy
choice for Martin, citing the link between that and the healthy growth and
development of children. Being active
and outdoors for large parts of the day
while letting them be immersed in a
hands-on exploration opens new avenues
of learning that just aren’t as available inside a classroom.
“Most schools at this time are not set up
to embrace this type of experience. The
school day is broken up into short time
blocks, scheduling happenings around
teacher preparation times, with two nutrition breaks and short recesses,” she
said. “This fragmenting of the day makes
it difficult to find the uninterrupted time
to run full lessons outdoors and return in
time for the next transition. School pri-

orities have been around setting classrooms up with technology and training
teachers in the use of devices to enrich
learning. The decision to open my own
nature school grew out of the desire to
spend more time with children outdoors
while keeping the learning agenda open
to their questions and curiosities. I also
see opportunities to move nature education more fully on to the agenda in public
education systems by offering professional development and mentorship to
educators and participating in environment action initiatives in local school.”
Aimed at students 6-10 years of age,
CNS plans to expand its offerings to more
age groups as it determines the interests
and needs of the school’s catchment communities. Martin said they are exploring
sessions for teens as well as early years
programs for families. She said open age
groups to allow siblings to attend together are also being considered.
“The school also offers mentorship and

professional development programs for
educators and those interested in nature
education,” she said. “CNS is a place
where we nurture connection with, and
love for, the natural world. Sharing the
beauty of learning in nature, opening
minds through discovery, embracing
wonder and curiosity are our guiding
principles. The experience here will
awaken children to their natural surroundings and grow a special connection
which comes from direct ‘hands dirty
experience. Nature can be counted on to
enliven each day with the adventure of
an ever-unfolding story.”
As part of the school’s teachings, the
website includes a land acknowledgement of the Anishinaabe, Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) and Ojibway/Chippewa
people. Martin said Indigenous people in
Canada have always taught their youth
about connection with the environment
around them.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 14

Ducks Unlimited promoting nature-based solutions for Great Lakes issues

The Great Lakes region is
home to over 30 per cent of Canadians and contains over onefifth of the world’s fresh water
supply. Beyond the provision of
drinking water, these lakes provide critical habitat for wildlife
and offer recreational opportunities for millions of people.
Unfortunately, the growing
presence of blue-green algae
blooms are making Canada’s
most iconic lakes sick—and people, pets and wildlife along with
them. As climate change threatens to accelerate the conditions
under which these potentially
toxic algae can thrive, new research completed by Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) is delivering a message of hope along with
nature-based solutions to support
clean water in Canada and beyond.

After two years of research
conducted in the Lake Erie watershed, DUC’s science is expanding our understanding of
how wetlands effectively retain
and filter nutrients like phosphorus from water before they travel
to our rivers and lakes—reducing the threat of water quality
problems like blue-green algae
outbreaks. DUC’s research took
place at restored wetlands on the
north side of Lake Erie—one of
North America’s notorious sick
lakes—in a region that continues
to experience significant wetland
habitat loss.
DUC scientists measured the
ability of small, restored wetlands to retain nutrients from
water before they move downstream. The wetlands were
shown to be effective at settling
and processing nutrients, espe-

cially the most problematic form
of phosphorus (soluble reactive
phosphorus) known to contribute
to the formation of blue-green
algae. The research showed significant nutrient reduction in all
four seasons. These results bolster findings from past research
conducted by DUC, universities
and other institutions, offering
further evidence that investments in wetland habitat pay off
significantly by flowing cleaner,
healthier water into our lakes,
year after year.  
“We’re building the case that
restoring the lost functions of
wetlands in watersheds can empower communities to help heal
their sick lakes,” says Bryan
Page, the DUC research biologist
overseeing the Lake Erie study
led by DUC’s Institute for Wetland and Waterfowl Research.

The North American Wetlands
Conservation Act of the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service provided funding for both years of the
study. Year two of the study was
funded in partnership with the
Government of Canada via the
Great Lakes Protection Initiative,
and year one with the Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry and the St. Clair
Region Conservation Authority.
Support from local participating
landowners was integral to the
research.
Page’s colleague, DUC research scientist Pascal Badiou,
is working closely with the University of Waterloo and Ducks
Unlimited science colleagues on
the U.S. side of Lake Erie on a research partnership that will build
on and scale up this knowledge
and its applications for healthy

watersheds, even in highly developed areas.
“Decisions being made today
on land-use planning policy and
wetland management are impacting our future,” says DUC CEO
Larry Kaumeyer. “We now know
that even small wetlands can deliver ecosystem services like improved water quality, flood attenuation, and carbon sequestration
while providing critical habitat
for at-risk wildlife species.”
DUC used World Water Day,
March 22, to celebrate the completion of the study at a virtual
event. To learn more about DUC’s
research and how we’re collaborating directly on the landscape
with communities across Canada to restore and create highly
functional wetlands that support
cleaner water visit ducks.ca/
healthy-lakes.
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Burbach joins Horwath in calling for affordable
housing action
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

The New Democratic party made
their first campaign stop in Stratford
last month since the announcement that
Jo-Dee Burbach had been acclaimed, as
Andrea Horwath and Burbach hosted a
press conference at the Falstaff Family
Centre to talk about the housing crisis
Ontarians are facing.
“Young people are worried they’re going to have to leave a great place like
Stratford to find a place they can afford,
leaving family behind,” Horwath said.
“Parents are worried their kids will have
to leave if they ever want to own a home
of their own. The housing crisis in Ontario is really hurting people’s chance to
build the life they’ve always dreamt of.”
Horwath added that in the last year,
housing prices have increased nearly
40 per cent while realtors in Perth and
Huron are reporting a 30-year low in
the supply of homes. She said it’s simply not just going to fix itself nor will
the Conservative government’s plan to
build more homes with prices remaining
unchecked.
“Doug Ford has let housing prices fly
right out of control, making his buddies happy but hurting regular people,”
Burbach added in a prepared statement.
“And we can’t trust the Wynne/Del
Duca Liberals to fix what they helped
break. But there are things we can do
to start to get first-time buyers, renters
and the next generation back on solid ground, so they can build their best
lives right here. In Perth-Wellington,
we want our kids to stay, build their careers here and raise their own families
here. I’m proud of the fact that the NDP
has a plan to finally start to fix the housing crisis.”
Joining the press conference was Winona Sands, a Stratford resident originally from Walpole Island First Nation,
and she talked about how rough it has
been finding adequate housing in the
city. With nine grandchildren, having them visit when all you have is a
two-bedroom apartment can get a little
too cozy. And having her family spend
time with her holds more than just opportunities to make new memories.
“If I can’t teach my culture to my
grandchildren, it ends,” she stated.
“We want a place where we can have
the grandkids over, where they can
play and we can watch them. But a
small two-bedroom apartment isn’t big
enough for all that. We just cannot afford to buy a home here in Stratford, so
we’re forced to look at a 12-hour drive
for a decent, affordable home with land
in Northern Ontario.”
The party’s plan, dubbed ‘Homes You

SPEAKING FROM THE HEART

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Winona Sands, a Stratford resident and originally from Walpole Island First Nations, spoke
at an NDP press conference in Stratford on Thursday, Mar. 24, on how tough it is to find
affordable housing in the city. Looking on were provincial NDP leader Andrea Horwath and
Perth-Wellington riding candidate Jo-Dee Burbach.

Can Afford’, the NDP’s Homes In Ontario Program (HOP) would provide
first-time buyers with household incomes under $200,000 access to home
equity loans of up to 10 per cent with
their down payment. Homeowners
would then have the flexibility to buy
back the government’s share or repay
the loan only if and when they move
and sell their home. A revenue-neutral
fund would be created to help finance
loans for HOP, with the fund being
self-sustaining. Any gains on the fund
over time would be used to maintain it.
Horwath also said the NDP would target speculators to help lower prices in
the market, bumping up the Non-Resident Speculation Tax from 15 to 20 per
cent; they would expand that tax province-wide and then introduce an annual
speculation and vacancy tax on residential property.
“The housing situation in our province
is broken, and it’s the Conservatives
and Liberals who allowed it to break,”
she said. “How do we trust them to fix
it? They had a chance to do that and haven’t, and now the crisis has grown to
a proportion that we need a party that’s
prepared to get to work and fix it. That’s
a commitment we’ve made.”
Both Horwath and Burbach were
asked how the provincial government
would work with municipalities to
make a plan like this work better, helping to eliminate some of the municipal
red tape that can clog the system up in
order to get plans put into action with

more transparency and timeliness.
“One of the things we’ve seen in some
communities is maintaining the heritage buildings and incorporating them
into new structures, or preserving a
heritage site and creating other opportunities for new housing on that site,”
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Horwath said. “It really does need to
be led by the local communities, but
what happens often is that these type of
projects cost more money to ensure the
preservation occurs. So I think there are
opportunity for not only the discussion
about what that looks like but for ways
to find new funding. It’s not just about
the rules, but the support to help those
rules get implemented.”
For her part, Burbach pointed out that
many municipalities are cash-strapped
when it comes to finding funds for municipal housing projects, so perhaps by
reviving the Ministry of Housing and
giving the government a tool to deal
with this specific crisis would be the
best path forward.
“Having that support from the province would be critical,” she said. “There
isn’t any structure right now that would
help us grow our affordable housing
stock, especially social housing. To me,
that would be really important. I know
there is some discussion around changing municipal decision-making processes, like zoning changes and things
like that, so I think the local decision
making has to happen and that the province needs to be supportive of that.”
The party’s plan also includes a commitment to build a by-Indigenous for-Indigenous housing strategy, and states
an NDP-led government will work with
municipalities to update land use planning rules to spur new missing-middle
construction (starter homes).

A QUICK CHAT

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Dr. Geza Wordofa, president of the Multicultural Association of Perth Huron, talks with
Perth-Wellington NDP candidate Jo-Dee Burbach and provincial NDP leader Andrea Horwath following a press conference the NDP held at the Falstaff Family Centre on the topic
of affordable housing on Thursday, Mar. 24.
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United Way appoints new Community
Renewal Company director

United Way Perth-Huron (UWPH) is proud to announce Mitchell Rhodes as the Director of the new Community Renewal Company (CRC).
“We’d like to welcome Mitchell to the UWPH team,”
said UWPH Executive Director Ryan Erb. “There’s already been so much work behind the scenes, making
local connections and sharing our vision of the CRC.
Mitchell brings a wealth of experience developing the
kinds of projects we have in mind and we welcome his
expertise and vision.”
“I’m pleased to join UWPH and work with Ryan and
the team,” added Rhodes. “I have family ties in Stratford and after years working on affordable housing I’m
happy to live here and build this collaboration. UWPH’s
vision for the CRC as a way of helping keep communities
affordable and act as a counter-balance to the prevailing
continued rise in housing costs is compelling. I look forward to getting to know the local communities better and
collaborating on some exciting projects.”
Part of the UWPH team since January, Rhodes’ previous position was as the Director of Coordinated Access
for Halifax and Rural Nova Scotia for the Affordable

Housing Association of Nova Scotia; where he worked
within the federal Reaching Home program, which is
under the umbrella of the National Housing Strategy.
Rhodes has lived and worked in Ontario, BC, Quebec,
Nova Scotia and Rwanda. He also lived in Sweden where
he obtained a master’s degree in Sustainable Development and has two undergraduate degrees in Honours
Business Administration from the University of Windsor
and Economics from the University of Western Ontario.  
The CRC’s initial focus is developing and operating
affordable rental supply, supportive housing options and
innovation in social service access and delivery, including community hubs. Chief among the projects in the
pipeline is the Listowel Access Centre (LAC). Components under consideration for the LAC include a new library retaining the Carnegie section of the building, a
community hub for social services and 40 rental apartment units. The CRC will also play a critical role in the
community development ecosystem, supporting and
building relationships between non-profit service providers and their supporters and advocates. For more, visit
www.perthhuron.unitedway.ca.

...Nature school

Continued from page 12
“The movement to connect children and youth with
nature has been and is a fundamental way of being,
knowing and learning for many Indigenous communities and cultures,” she said. “Forest and Nature School
(FNS) is a deliberate educational approach which has
existed worldwide since the late 1950s – it made its
way to Canada in 2012 with the establishment of Forest and Nature School Canada. The primary goal is to
provide children with regular and repeated access to
a natural space, to explore, grow and learn. At FNS,
children are understood as competent learners who
help forge their own program. The disconnect from nature has grown with the strong embrace of technology

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

A REAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Students taking part in the Coyote Nature School’s
‘Welcome Spring Program’ got to experience some
real up close and personal learning recently – whether
it was collecting samples, building snowmen or other
activities, there were plenty of smiles mixed in with lots
of education.

that envelopes the lives of children, keeping them focused on screens rather than being wide-lens observers
of the natural cycles of life. There is an abundance of
research in support of outdoor learning with some less
commonly known benefits being perseverance, independence, confidence, social competence and engagement in learning.”
The natural world has a draw for children, and seeing
them experience that opens them up to more positive
changes, Martin added.
“It’s a beautiful transformation as kids peel away
fears and gradually clear mental and physical barriers
to reconnect with nature,” she said. “Through the nature school experience, you may now walk with your
child through new territory, enjoying their sharing of
knowledge as they call out the names of trees, plants
and animals as if they were treasured friends.”
Coyote Nature School operates in two locations: at
Harrington Hall in Harrington, and Stoneridge Farm
north of St. Marys on Perth Road 163. Both venues offer different learning opportunities, and Martin hopes
that CNS will leave a larger footprint as time goes on
and more young minds get to experience its teachings.
“Sharing the commitment and craft of bringing
people back to the natural world is a passion that will
help grow this early initiative, and I hope to encourage
those studying in the field of education to get involved,
demonstrating the value of nature education and giving them a foundation for a new way to teach ‘beyond
the classroom’,” she said. “I am open to the various
directions CNS may take and am excited to continue
learning within a community committed to the belief
that children must know and appreciate what’s in their
own backyard to recognize the value of nature in a
world they will have a hand in shaping.”
Registration is now open for seasonal and fullyear nature school programs starting in September. For complete information about the programs
offered at Coyote Nature School, registration details and a handbook/resource parent guide, visit
www.coyotenatureschool.ca or contact Kendra Martin
at coyotenatureschool@gmail.com.

Ontario farmers
raise concerns about
global food supply
The Russian invasion of Ukraine is threatening to jeopardize the global food supply chain, a risk that could impact the 2022 crop season, drive up prices in the short
term and lead to widespread famine in at-risk regions by
next year, warn Ontario farmers.
Last month, the Grain Farmers of Ontario, the Ontario
Federation of Agriculture and the Ontario Agri Business
Association held a briefing for provincial and federal government officials to outline the risks and challenges facing farmers for the planting of the coming season, and the
impact the Russia-Ukraine War could have on Ontario’s
food supply. The groups also discussed the impact of a
rail strike in addition to the challenges.
“The Grain Farmers of Ontario stand with the people of
Ukraine and the efforts Canada and its partners are making to restore peace in the region. We hosted this event to
share with policymakers the role Ontario’s grain production can make to help address and alleviate the food supply concerns that are unfolding around the world,” said
GFO board chair Brendan Byrne. “Farmers in Ontario
take seriously their duty to produce food, and we wanted
to raise the issues we face completing that task.”
Farmers in Ukraine and Russia produce about a quarter
of the world’s calories, with key regions in North Africa and the Middle East dependent on their production.
But this supply chain has been significantly jeopardized
by the tragic geopolitical events unfolding in Ukraine.
This is forecast to result in a spike in food prices between
eight and 22 per cent over the coming months, and many
agriculture economists are predicting famine in several
African countries within the next 18 months.
“The war in Ukraine is tragic, and OFA is united with
our brethren Ukrainian farmers who have had their
livelihoods ripped apart and lives put at risk. Ontario
is Canada’s most productive region, and Ontario farmers are eager to do what is required to produce the food
people rely on us to grow,” added OFA President Peggy Brekveld. “But in light of these geopolitical matters,
compounded by last year’s drought in Western Canada
and South America, we can’t do it alone.”
How policymakers, farmers and other stakeholders in
the agriculture value chain respond to this crisis over the
next few weeks is critical, and will determine how much
food will be available in Ontario, Canada and around the
world.  
It is vitally important that Ontario find ways to maximize its production of livestock feed and grain in the
2022 growing season, which will also require strategies
to manage the shortfall in fertilizer that is expected to
materialize because of sanctions against Russia.
Russel Hurst, executive director of the Ontario
Agri-Business Association, added his thoughts.
“The tragic consequences of Russia’s invasion of
FIND US ON
Ukraine are creating great
SOCIAL MEDIA!
concern and uncertainty
heading into this year’s
planting season. Suppliers
are facing several potential
obstacles that could prove
@StratfordTimesNewspaper to be very disruptive for
farmers,” he said. “Canada’s food system has already endured supply chain
challenges due to the pandemic, and now we must
@stratford_times prepare and adjust for global fertilizer supply shortages as well a potential CP
Rail labour disruption, just
weeks before planting. The
is dire and needs
@Stratford_Times situation
immediate attention.”
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Local brewers, supply companies join in support of Ukraine
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

Sometimes, big things don’t start
out that way. Even the smallest idea or
thought can turn into something with
more meaning and reach.
This sounds like one of those times.
Broken Rail Brewing has jumped in
with both feet, partnering up with Upper
Thames Brewing Company from Woodstock and the Tavistock Hop Co., as they
take part in a world-wide collaborative
brewing project that has its origins in
war-torn Ukraine.
Broke Rail co-founder Ryan Leaman
posted information about the project
to Facebook over the weekend, letting
know followers of the brand that they
were committing to the project after he
came across information about it online.
“When I stumbled across this online it

HELPING OUT

was something I knew that I needed to
do right away,” he said. “This is a worldwide release of recipes and artwork by
Pravda Beer Theatre in Lviv, Ukraine.
I’ve been following the events over there
since the first shots were fired. Being
a big military buff and news junkie, I
saw the reports almost immediately and
started streaming videos of the destruction. But further to that, because of my
military interests, I’ve been seeing some
of the raw video coming out of Ukraine
that you’re typically not going to witness
on most media channels. When you see
children, the elderly, and pregnant women being fired on for absolutely no reason
whatsoever, I knew I needed to do much
more than to just turn on blue and yellow
lights on my house.”
Leaman said the idea originally began
as a solo project in his head, but the idea
of working with others in the brewing

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Ryan Leaman from Broken Rail Brewing shows off a few cans of Kyiv Not Kiev, a golden
ale they are producing in limited numbers to help raise humanitarian funds for the victims
in war-torn Ukraine. The collaboration between Broken Rail, Upper Thames Brewing in
Woodstock, Tavistock Hop Co., and others came as a result of Leaman finding information
about the project online from Pravda Beer Theatre in Lviv, Ukraine.

community sparked something. It also
made sense to help extend the reach of
this initiative, as all profits from the sale
of this special edition beer – a golden ale
called Kyiv not Kiev – will go towards
humanitarian efforts in Ukraine. So Leaman put out a few calls and found a number of willing partners.
Kyle Wynette of the Tavistock Hop
Co. learned about the collaboration from
Leaman, and he was in without hesitation.
“The war in Ukraine affects all of us
and I personally feel strongly that war
has no place in our modern age,” Wynette said. “I think we have an obligation
to do whatever we can to raise awareness
and contribute to the humanitarian relief
that will be needed for those families in
turmoil right now.”
Saying that the craft brewing community has an inherently strong social conscience, Wynette said that doing their
part was the least they could do to help
out. Leaman said that Drake Merritt,
the brewer and part owner over at Upper Thames, signed on to the project as
quickly as Wynette, helping them figure
out the logistics so they could get down
to brewing.
“I started talking to our suppliers and
figuring out how to get the materials we
needed,” he said. “Once many of them
knew what we were doing, they immediately started offering their services and
products for free to increase the profit

margin on the beer so we can get even
more to people in Ukraine. We had an
employee at our label company offer to
cover the shipping cost out of her own
pocket so the labels would be completely
free. And our friends over at Tavistock
Hop helped put us in touch with Drake
– in fact, all of our core beers use Tavistock hops exclusively with the exception
of our IPA.”
Leaman, Merritt and the Broke Rail
brewer Brock Moorehead brewed three
batches of the beer up to produce as
much volume as they could without interrupting their regular production order.
With canning and bottling happening
this week, you’ll be able to find Kyiv Not
Kiev stocked at Broken Rail Brewing
and Upper Thames Brewing’s brewery
as well as their Brickhouse location in
Woodstock.
“The craft brewing community is a
very collaborative group of individuals and while we are miniscule on the
world-wide stage, our greater sense of
community is the driving force behind
efforts like this,” Wynette said. “Aside
from donating a portion of the ingredients required, our plan is to promote and
raise awareness through our own social
media platforms to do what we can from
our small corner of the world.”
Visit each brewery’s social media pages to keep updated on where you can find
Kyiv Not Kiev, or email Broken Rail
Brewing at info@brokenrailbrewing.ca.
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Tips for writing your own wedding vows

bustle of dress fittings and interviews
with photographers, it can be easy to put
off the important task of writing vows for
another day. But as any great writer can
attest, it takes writing -- and rewriting -to achieve a finished product you can be
proud of. Give the task of writing your
vows your undivided attention. Mark it
in on your calendar or set a reminder on
your computer just as you would any other appointment.
• Be aware of ceremony guidelines. It
is best to check with your officiant and
confirm that personalized wedding vows
are allowed. During civil ceremonies it’s
often acceptable to customize vows as
you see fit. However, during religious ceremonies there may be lines of scripture
that need to be read or certain passages
required. Before you spend hours working on the task, be sure that it is allowed
and that your spouse and
you are on the same page.
443 Erie Street, Unit 2,
• Jot down your feelings. Answer some quesStratford N5A 2N3
tions about what marriage
519-273-2253
means to you and how you
feel about your spouse.
Try to avoid trite sayings
Customized wedding menus tailored to your
and think from your heart
preferences and budget.
and personal experiences.
We cater to all aspects of wedding celebrations;
Think about what is the
from engagement parties and showers to rehearsal
most important thing you
want to promise to your
dinners and day after family brunches.
future partner. These notes
www.blackangusbakeryandcatering.ca
can serve as the starting

A wedding is a once-in-a-lifetime event
for many couples, so brides and grooms
wish for the event to be momentous and
memorable. As such, couples are increasingly integrating personal nuances into
their ceremonies and receptions to tailor
weddings to their unique visions. The
desire to include personalized wedding
vows continues to be a popular trend.
If you are considering personalized
wedding vows, first realize that it may not
be a simple task. That’s because you want
the message conveyed to be dear to your
heart, and that can be challenging when
faced with the pressures and planning of
the rest of the wedding. That isn’t to say
that writing your own vows is impossible.
Here are some guidelines for personalizing your ceremony with your own sentiments.
• Schedule time for writing. Amid the

Festival Luxury Limousines

Open and ready to make your event special!

523 Lorne Ave.,
Stratford, ON

519-274-0009

Frank & Joanne McLaren
festivalluxurylimousines@gmail.com

www.festivalluxurylimousines.com

points for the actual vows.
• Read inspirational writings. Perhaps
there is an author or a poet who inspires
you? You can quote certain writers in
your vows or let the tone of their works
help shape the words of your vows. There
also are suggested wedding readings and
other quotes about marriage readily available at the library or with a quick search
online.
• Decide on a tone. Although the day
is based on love and affection, you may
not feel comfortable spouting words of
adoration in front of friends and family.
Feel free to tap into your unique person-

ality. Humour can be used if it aligns with
the way you normally express your affections. Be sure to weave this tone into
more traditional passages to create a cohesive expression of your feelings.
• Establish an outline. Put together all
of the words and phrases you’ve jotted
down into an outline to help you organize
the flow of the vows, using these words
as a blueprint for the vows and building
upon them. Make sure the vows will be
concise. Aim for your entire speech to be
around 1 minute in length to keep everyone engaged and the ceremony moving
along.

Popular love songs stand
the test of time

There are many different ways to
convey feelings of affection. Some
people pen poetry, others bestow gifts,
while still others feel moved by music
and lyrics. Songs have long been a popular way to convey emotions, and love
songs have been performed by artists
from nearly every musical genre at
some point in time.
Although music is subjective, some
love songs have stood out as fan favorites. Commonly featured at weddings or as the backdrop on romantic
evenings, the following songs are considered some of the more popular love
songs of all time.
• “Love Theme From ‘A Star Is Born’”
(Evergreen): This Barbara Streisand
classic from the hit film helped Streisand earn both an Academy Award for
Best Song from a Motion Picture and
Grammy Award for Song of the Year.
• “Up Where We Belong”: Few people can forget the ending scene of “An
Officer and a Gentleman” when Richard Gere sweeps Debra Winger off
of her feet. The song “Up Where We
Belong” by Jennifer Warnes and Joe
Cocker from the movie will always be
a romantic favorite.
• “All My Life”: Former Jodeci members K-Ci and JoJo created an enduring
romantic song with this pop hit.
• “Save the Best for Last”: This song
became Vanessa William’s signature

song and a smash hit.
• “Be With You”: Soul singer Mary J.
Blige emphasizes sticking with the one
you love by being loyal.
• “I Do It for You”: This Bryan Adams hit was nominated for an Oscar
as the theme for the 1991 film “Robin
Hood: Prince of Thieves.”
• “I’ll Make Love to You”: This Boyz
II Men song was one of the longest-running No. 1 hits of all time.
• “Lovesong”: The Cure’s Robert
Smith penned this song as a present to
his wife, Mary, in 1988.
• “Love Me Tender”: His good looks
and gyrating hips helped thousands of
women fall in love with Elvis Presley.
However, this signature love song endeared the famed crooner to many others.
• “My Heart Will Go On”: Celine Dion’s theme from “Titanic” became one
of the most popular love songs of all
time after the film’s 1997 debut.
• “I’ll Stand by You”: This 1994 hit
from The Pretenders can be interpreted as a song of romantic devotion or a
commitment to friends.
• “You Are So Beautiful”: Joe Cocker
makes the list again with this soulful
1975 hit.
• “Have I Told You Lately”: Originally written and recorded by Van Morrison, this song gained new life and notoriety when recorded by Rod Stewart.
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Stratford’s Fran Hollywood wins big at Instant Plinko

LISA CHESTER-HANNA

Stratford Times Correspondent

When it rains, it pours, and it’s been
pouring for years for Fran Hollywood.
Where she was once a celebrated chef
onboard yachts, living the life in Florida.
But a car accident left her disabled so that
she could not work anymore, and between
the fall of the American economy and her
accident, Florida was no longer the place
for her to be; she had lost what she had
accumulated, so she moved to Stratford in
2016 to live closer to her sister.
Money is tight when you live on disability so spending money on lottery tickets is
not something Hollywood often did. With
loonies and toonies heavy in her change,
she saved her nickels and dimes in a plas-

tic baggy. One day in December she decided to take the bag of change to Giant
Tiger and buy some lottery tickets.
“I used my nickels and dimes and
bought a Plinko, and a few other tickets
that I won a little bit of money off and won
the Plink chip!” declared Hollywood.
“Plinko is a scratch ticket that you can
win $5, $10, $20 or more, or you can win
the chip drop. If you scratch the chip drop,
you take your ticket to the store and the
store machine will do the drop on the terminal. You can win up to $10,000 right
there or you could win a chip to go to Toronto to drop a giant chip where you are
guaranteed $100,000 up to $500,000,” she
explained.
She checked her ticket at Joe’s Variety,
and the lottery terminal went crazy and

shut down while lottery officials contacted the store. Joe’s is a popular spot for lottery tickets and there were a number of
people in the store when she learned her
winnings.
“They were all like, ‘Oh my God!’ and
I could hardly think. She said you’ll have
to wait here for the lottery officials to call
and they ask you all these questions and
verifications. It took about an hour and a
half” said Hollywood. Her actual date of
winning was December 4, 2021
She was offered the opportunity to go
to Toronto to, and almost as exciting, drop
her Plinko chip at a Toronto Maple Leafs
game. Arrangements were made for February 26, and there were two tickets to the
game, a hotel room, all the VIP treatment
-- unfortunately, the Omicron virus reared
its ugly head and plans were cancelled.
Finally, in mid-March, Hollywood ventured to Toronto and chanced her luck on
the giant Plinko board at Ontario Lottery
and Gaming prize centre.
Having so much time since
she won afforded her the
opportunity to do some
thinking and planning.
“I actually won December 4 but couldn’t do anything about it but that was
fine, I could think about
what I wanted to do and
dream a lot. It’s not enough
to buy a house unfortunately, that was the biggest
dream, but it will allow me
to eat better, have a cleaning lady come. I want to
buy a portable dishwasher,
the things that I can’t do,”
she said.
And now, thanks to
her Plinko drop, she has
$400,000 worth of planning to do. She told the
Times that she’s never
been lucky on lottery tickets, Bingo or raffle tickets until now. The timing
could not be better, as she
is now two months into
a cancer diagnosis and
treatment. This win will
allow her to live comfortably with her needs being
met while she makes battle

with her health.
What is weird to her, is she worked
for two people that ran their businesses
using Astrology. “After I won, I pulled
up my horoscope and I was curious and
I swear, it said you were in a twelve year
rut, and on December 3 or 4 you will
have a windfall. I swear to God. It was
the wildest thing. It was like the universe
was talking to me. I’ve had such rut for
twelve or how many years and here I am.
It was so bizarre.”
Now Hollywood is in the market for a
newer car, not a brand new car, and will
invest most of the money. She does plan
a return to her roots for next winter when
she will travel back to the Oceanside to
spend the winter away from the cold and
snow. Being able to live comfortably is
exactly what she needs, her health is not
life threatening but it is painful for the
time being. Winning helps take some of
that pain away.

WE'RE HIRING!
General Labour,
Warehouse &
Office Jobs!

190 Ontario St.
Stratford, ON N5A 3H4

CALL
519-275-2742

PLINKO WINNER

(OLG PHOTO)

Stratford's Fran Hollywood came up a big winner in the OLG's 'PLINKO' game, picking up
a tidy $400,000 after the ticket she bought at Joe's Variety earned her a shot at winning up
to $500,000.
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Fantastic Beasts are running Sratford Public Library, county
libraries going fine-free
loose in downtown Stratford
Just in time for the latest Fantastic
Beasts movie, your library is bringing
magic back to downtown Stratford with
Fantastic Beasts and the Stratford Expedition.
The call to action reads: “A large container carrying fantastic beasts through
the City has been broken into by the dark
wizards who follow Grindelwald and the
magical creatures are now running wild!
The Canadian Ministry of Magic is once
again requesting that all local witches and
wizards pick up their wands and utilize
their knowledge, training, and skills to
save the city of Stratford and the innocent
creatures who are caught in the middle!”
Beginning April 14, weekly challenge
signs will appear in downtown shop windows. It’s up to you to complete each
week’s challenges and submit them to the
Ministry of Magic via SPL’s teen Instagram (@spl.ignite). Only then will Stratford and the fantastic beasts be safe.
“We wanted to get fans excited for the
movie while encouraging them to celebrate the spring weather and our beautiful
downtown”, says Teen Services Librarian Brooke Windsor. “We designed this

program to be fun, to foster curiosity and
critical thinking, and to encourage civic
exploration. And we’re excited to continue our partnerships with some truly supportive local businesses.”
Everyone is welcome to participate and
prizes are available for players ages 6-18.
To be eligible to win, participants must
register on the library’s website at splibrary.ca/fantasticbeasts. Then, on April
14th, simply watch for the signs, raise
your wand, and put your witch and wizard training to use. Help cast a memory
charm that your family will treasure for
years to come.
Looking for more excitement? On Monday, April 18, those in grades 1-9 can dig
into some fun coding activities with our
virtual Spring into Coding program in
partnership with the University of Waterloo’s Engineering Science Quest. And,
teens can try their luck competing in
Squid Game Night, a drop-in, after-hours
program that guarantees plenty of running, screaming, pizza, and prizes…for
those who survive.
Visit splibrary.ca for details on these
programs and more.

In March 2020, as the pandemic began,
the five library systems in Perth County
suspended late fees on all library materials. Now as things are returning to normal,
the Perth County Information Network is
happy to announce that all member libraries will continue to be Fine Free on the
majority of library materials, indefinitely.
Furthermore, existing late fees on borrower cards have been forgiven. This new procedure will go into effect on April 4, 2022.
“Late fines can discourage people from
using the Library and we wanted to continue to make libraries in Perth County accessible and inclusive for all,” says Kendra
Roth, Management Chair of PCIN. “Our
hope is anyone who was not using their local Library because of an outstanding fine
will feel welcome to visit once again.”
PCIN consists of the North Perth, Perth
East, St. Marys, Stratford and West Perth
Public Libraries. All five libraries are committed to providing equal access to every
member of the community and eliminating fines offers cardholders a fresh start to
rediscover all that their library has to offer. By eliminating most late fines, the libraries are removing barriers and making
access easy, equitable and enjoyable for
everyone. Existing fines for overdue items
have been forgiven to ensure that everyone can start a new chapter at their now
fine-free libraries. Fees for lost or damaged items will remain on users account.
Over 99% of the PCIN library collection will be Fine Free. Fine Free materials
include print books, audio books, magazines, music cds, most DVDs, as well as
video and board games. More specialized
collections such as Xpress books and
DVDs, book club kits, wireless hotspots,

technology devices, maker kits, park
passes, and overdue materials from other
libraries will continue to have late fees applied.
Under this new policy, borrowers are
still encouraged to return their materials
on time. Materials will continue to have
their regular loan period and will be automatically renewed up to three times, if the
item is not on hold. Libraries will continue to send reminders to customers when
items are past due. Long overdue items
will be billed and starting May 2022, a
material recovery service will assist in the
retrieval of lost materials.
Moving Fine Free has been a trend
across Canada that has seen hundreds of
public libraries remove late fines. Overdue fines were originally introduced as
a motivator for customers to return materials in a timely manner. Libraries that
have been Fine Free for some time have
seen a significant increase in circulation
and library card renewals after eliminating fines.
PCIN libraries have seen a decline in
the revenue from overdue fines over the
past decade, in part to the ability to renew materials easily online as well as increased use of digital collections such as
e-books and e-audiobooks. If customers
wish to support their library financially
they are encouraged to make a monetary
donation by contacting their local library.
The Perth County Information Network
(PCIN) is a computerized library network
that enables the residents of Perth County to have access to the resources of all
the participating libraries. The network
includes libraries in North Perth, Perth
East, St. Marys, Stratford and West Perth.

UW New Initiative Grant
recipients announced

Stratford Branch 8

ATTENTION: CANADIAN VETERANS
AND EX-SERVICE PERSONNEL

Branch 8 offers assistance, through the services of Veteran Affairs Canada,
to eligible veterans, their spouses, widows and dependents through the
Poppy Fund.
Starting in April 2022, Veterans residing in Canada who apply for a disability
benefit for a mental health condition - as well as those who already applied
but have not yet reached a decision – will qualify for the new Mental Health
Benefits. This program provides early access to coverage for prescription
drugs and certain mental health services related to anxiety and depressive
disorders, and trauma and stressor-related disorders.
Please contact Reg at the Legion 519-271-4540 for a consultation.

804-B Ontario St., Stratford N5A 3K1
stratfordlegion008@gmail.com

“This year we were able to provide a record amount of over $115,000 in funding
for grants,” said UWPH Director Governance and Community Impact Megan
Partridge. “We are thrilled to be able to
support these new approaches and innovations in community services in our community.”
Building Resiliency with Developmental Services Clients — Family Services
Perth-Huron -- Providing social work supports to those in the developmental sector
and their families, caregivers and/or supports in an effort to build stronger communities for these individuals and their
families.
Hygiene Health 4 Seniors — Huron
County Food Bank Distribution Centre
-- Providing hygeine products for food
bank clients in Huron and Perth (including Stratford and St. Marys) as well as the
Mobile Food Bank program to meet a basic need providing a dignified lifestyle to
elderly clients.
Hope Kits — John Howard Society of
London and District -- Providing essential

support to aid individuals released from
Stratford jail to ensure a safe and successful return to the community, who otherwise may face homelessness.
Prevention and Early-Intervention Models to Serve Youth — Stratford/Perth
Shelterlink -- Researching and developing
prevention and early-intervention models
to serve youth from all populations in a
culturally appropriate manner.
Stratford Pride Community Centre
-- Providing a community centre for the
local LGBTQ+ community, serving as an
information and social hub.
The Next Journey — The Community
Table Exeter -- Addressing the transportation barrier in accessing essential and
non-essential services for individuals living within the Huron Park area.
Finding Your Way — YMCA of Three
Rivers -- Providing clients with a level of
autonomy to identify their needs, where
they can bridge the gap and enable access
to Settlement, Employment and Language
programs and resources to meet needs and
make the newcomer journey easier.
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That Amazing Feeling

Shakespeare Synchronized Skater Realizes Her Dream to Compete
Against the World
LEE GRIFFI
Stratford Times Correspondent

Rianna Forthuber has done something
so many of us want to do but rarely
achieve – compete for her country on the
world stage.
Rianna, 16, is a member of Nexxice, a
junior-aged, synchronized skating team
based in Burlington, after starting her
skating career with Team Unity from Tavistock. She and 18 teammates flew to Europe on March 12 to compete in the World
Synchronized Skating Championships in
Innsbruck, Austria, site of the 1976 Winter Olympics.
The team finished fifth at the worlds
after earning a silver medal at the Canadians a few weeks ago in Calgary, something Rianna says is a bit disappointing
but nonetheless was a great experience.
“Personally, I think as a team we could
have done better overall, but we did have
two good skates. It was a great experience
to be able to travel and skate somewhere
new. It’s always the team’s goal to improve our skills and be better next year,”
she said.
Rianna will have another chance to
compete with the same team next season
as she remains in the junior age group.
“I loved it. I always wanted to be able
to say I skated for my country, and now I
can. It felt amazing,” she adds.
There were 23 teams competing at
Austria with Finland earning the gold and
teams from the United States taking silver
and bronze medals. Rianna says the most
dominant country was banned from the
competition this year.
“Normally Russia is at the top of the
world in synchronized skating but because of what is happening in the Ukraine
they weren’t allowed to compete,” she
said.
After nationals there were several members of Nexxice who came home with
COVID-19, and they couldn’t practice

TAKING ON THE WORLD

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

Rianna Forthuber is on the right, on the left is friend and teammate Morgan Sieling.

for a week. In the days before the trek to
Austria, they practiced every day to make
up the time. It wasn’t all business on the
well-long trip and the team was able to
see some of the sights in the mountainous
country.
“We did have a bit of time to explore,
and I was able to take a gondola ride with
some teammates up into the mountains. It
was a great experience,” she said. “I am
very appreciative of them driving me everywhere I need to go. I feel very fortunate to have their support.”
Being a competitive athlete at any sport

requires a supportive family, and Rianna says she is very thankful for the continuous help her parents have given her
throughout her career. Her mother Barb
says it has been incredible to watch her
daughter mature and turn into a worldclass skater.
“For a long time between singles and
synchro she had a hard time making up
her mind which one she liked better. Up
to the pandemic she was still competing
as a single’s skater as well. If your kid is
good enough to be on a team at the next
level, why wouldn’t we try and make it

work? But it is a big commitment.” Barb
said, adding that Rianna skated with a lot
of her friends in Tavistock so for her to
jump to Burlington was a big step. “She
went to a team of 20 girls, and she didn’t
know any of them.”
Rianna has been with Nexxice for four
years but she credits much of her success
to Tara Wilkins, her former coach in Tavistock who guided an intermediate team
to a silver medal at this year’s nationals.
“She was always very supportive of me
moving on to Nexxice. She always encouraged me and pressed me to be a better skater. The skill level is higher (with
Nexxice) and there is more practice time.
We are on the ice three to four times a
week in Burlington, Stoney Creek, or
Hamilton,” Rianna said. Barb says Tara
was instrumental in pushing the young
skater to reach the next level.
“She told Rianna she would never have
a team good enough for her to skate on
so if she wanted to compete at the world
level she would need to leave. Tara herself skated for Nexxice so she knows what
it is all about,” Barb said. She adds that
her daughter was seven years old when
she joined the Team Unity program and
she and husband Jeff remain good friends
with the coach. “Jeff and I aren’t from the
skating world, and we don’t know all the
answers. She is a great source of information for us.”
While Barb and Jeff were not able to
make the trip to Europe to watch the competition in person, they were able to share
their daughter’s incredible moments at
home.
“Jeff and I didn’t go to Austria, but
we were cheering her on from the living
room and we had family and friends over
to watch with us,” she said.
While being a member of Nexxice is a
year-round commitment, Rianna is now
embarking on her second sport, fastball,
where she plays with the Tavistock Athletics.

Warriors finish fourth, meeting Ayr in first-round of
Sutherland Cup Playoffs

SPENCER SEYMOUR

Stratford Times Regional Reporter

The GOJHL regular season has ended
and the Stratford Warriors have home-ice
advantage in the opening round as they
finish with 60 points, good for fourth in
the Midwestern Conference.
With their fourth-place finish, the Warriors are taking on the Ayr Centennials
in the opening round of the post-season.
Game One took place Thursday, April 7 in
Ayr, with Game Two returning to the William Allman Memorial Arena for Game

Two on Friday, April 8. Ayr hosts Game
Three on April 10, and Stratford hosts
Games Four and Five on April 11 and
April 15 if necessary. If needed, Game
Six goes April 16 in Ayr and Game Seven
moves back to Stratford on April 17.
The Warriors began March dropping
two of three games during the month’s
first weekend. Both losses came against
the Cambridge RedHawks and Stratford’s
one win came over the Kitchener-Waterloo Siskins. On March 11, the Warriors’
offense was snake-bit and the home side
was shut out by the visiting Listowel Cy-

clones 3-0.
One night later, the Warriors were on
the road in Brantford taking on the Bandits. Stratford handily outplayed the Bandits, outshooting them 37-13 and picking
up a 3-1 victory. Hunter Nagge opened
the scoring in the first period with his
eighth of the year. The second period saw
Camden Daigle net his nineteenth of the
season before Brantford recorded a powerplay goal on one of their five shots of the
period. Zac McCann’s twenty-third of the
campaign with 30 seconds left in the third
went down as the insurance marker.

The home-and-home series continued
just 24 hours later with the Bandits visiting Stratford. Once again, the Warriors
heavily outshot Brantford 43-26 but the
scoreboard was much tighter. The only
goals in regulation came in the second
stanza, with both teams getting on the
board once. Nagge had the lone Stratford
goal of the period. The game required
overtime and two minutes and 42 seconds
into the extra frame, Keaton McLaughlin potted his sixth of the season and the
game-winner.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 22
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Short … but sweet?

Coaches talk pros and cons of short sports seasons
MATTHEW HARRIS
Stratford Times Editor

On the one hand, high school
sports are back. Student athlete is
once again a term we can use as a
present-tense descriptor and not a
‘remember when’ phrase.
And as sporting leagues continue to sort out their new reality,
student athletes and their coaches try to make the best of it. For
those at Stratford District Secondary School and St. Michael’s
Catholic Secondary, that has
meant one thing: playing reduced
schedules. Accepting the chance
to play for your school has come
with that caveat, and that has
meant seeing seasons end almost
as soon as they began.
Mark Cassone coached the
SDSS junior boys’ basketball
team to an undefeated 5-0 record
this year. They were impressive
in their run through league play,
and the temptation to think ‘what
if’ is always going to be there.
But he’s done his best to look at
the positives and coach his team
the same way he would if they
were playing a full 30-game slate
instead of just a handful.
“The past few seasons have
been very interesting, and it was
important for coaches and players
to be able to adjust to all of the
changes,” he said. “No defence,
then defence was allowed. The
season was on, then off, then on
again. Same with masks, and
playoffs. I always remained optimistic about the possibility for the
players to have a season this year
and was happy that the boys were
able to return to school sports after the recent shut-down. Everyone needed to focus on the positive and not be concerned about
the differences from a ‘traditional’ winter high school sports
season. I was happy to see the
energy that the players brought to
practice and games. They seemed
happy to be engaged in a sport at
high school and the opportunity
to be a ‘student athlete’.”
Cassone said that before the season began, he knew his team was
going to be good. But not having
that end goal of a Huron-Perth or
WOSSA championship to play
for presented a new challenge for
him and the team: finding ways
to get motivated without a shot at

something bigger.
“I was disappointed this group
of boys did not have the opportunity to play the top teams from
London or Kitchener – we tried
to focus on being a good teammate and improving skills for
every player,” he said. It was an
opportunity for the boys to worry
less about ego and more about the
team unit and the hope is that will
serve these players well moving
forward.”
Bart Drennan had a full plate
over at St. Mikes as coach of both
junior girls and boys basketball.
He took a similar view to what
Cassone had in that he wanted to
see his teams use their time more
for skills development and spend
less time worrying about in-game
situational things.
“Most players, regardless of level, want to scrimmage,” he said.
“I tried to fit this at every session
to keep the end goal of playing
games close at hand. However,
they wanted to scrimmage more
than we actually did. With high
school teams and the wide range
of skill and experience levels, the
compete level was a challenge;
those student athletes that have
experience playing other travel sports have some exposure to
a higher competition level, and
high school basketball will get to
that level after multiple games,
tournaments and practices, but
without that it was a challenge to
get that level in a shortened season.”
For junior athletes in this current cohort, there is still a chance
they’ll get to experience high
school sports ‘the way they used
to be’. If the pandemic subsides
to the point where case numbers
make it acceptable to expand the
scheduling of sports, the players
that took to the court in the final
Golden Bears/Warriors game
this season without any hoopla
or fanfare might actually get to
see what it’s like with some tense
build-up to an actual title game.
Drennan thinks that what they’ve
gone through over the last two
seasons will deliver a nice payoff
when that time comes.
“They should have a good foundation of skill development and
game experience,” he said. “Obviously not the full experience,
but as more things are happen-

ing and full seasons of organized
sports are happening, they’ll continue to develop in their sports.”
The flip side of this situation is
that a lot of senior athletes missed
out on those moments as they
closed out their playing careers.
Henry Bonsma at SDSS said that
he’s seen how tough it has been
for some seniors to accept this
reality, and for those who are
hoping to continue playing at the
post-secondary level he’s tried to
help them however he can.
“Most of the athletes that are
seeking future opportunities have
a strong drive to succeed and be
better, and are probably already
putting themselves into these situations,” he said. “For those that
have asked me about moving on,
my advice has been to go for it
and see what happens. I tell them
you don’t want to have regrets
and wish you had tried. Work
hard, listen and do your best.”
Bonsma says he and other
coaches have talked about the loss
of development time and how it’s
affected all athlete’s long-term
progression. He hopes that with
the ones who are playing again in
out-of-school situations will continue to develop.
“The last two years, like many
aspects of life, have been very
broken up in regards to sports,”
he said. “It was difficult to build
momentum and to motivate at
times because there were so many
unknowns. A continuous and uninterrupted sport year would be
good for school culture, environment and just an overall positive
feeling.”
Cassone points out that some
regions ran basketball playoffs
and he’s interested to see how
those players reacted to increased
playoff pressure. But the Golden
Bears and Warriors will get back
there again at some point, and he
knows the lessons learned now
will pay off then.
“In the end, I do know that
these boys are resilient and will
continue to adjust to any changes
that come their way in the future,”
he said. “I do think everyone is
ready for the ‘normal experience’.
If anything, I do think the players
and coaches will all appreciate
that much more as it is no longer
something that we take for granted.”

Send in your sports reports

Coaches and/or parents are invited to send in your
sports reports and pictures to the Stratford Times to let
Stratford and area know how your teams are doing
throughout the new 2021-22 season (and to create
some great scrapbook material to be reflected upon in
future years).
Game reports should be kept to a maximum of 100

WORKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE

(CONTRIBUTED PHOTO)

It wasn’t the glory-filled Huron-Perth final that either of the SDSS
Golden Bears or St. Mikes Warriors likely wanted, but the junior boys’
basketball teams spent their final game working on getting better and
being ready for the day when they play a full season … before seeing
each other in the finals.

words. Please include a brief description of what happened during your games, including the names of
those who scored and any special efforts made by your
players.
Please have all reports and pictures in by the end of
the month by emailing stratfordtimes@gmail.com.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
TO STAY UPDATED
Facebook.com/StratfordTimesNewspaper
Twitter.com/Stratford_Times
Instagram.com/Stratford_Times
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Wildwood Dragon Boat
Challenge set for late May

In an effort to bring the community together, the Wildwood Dragon Boat Challenge (WDBC) is encouraging local businesses, social groups and more to enter a
team in the races scheduled for Sunday,
May 29 at Wildwood Lake.
Success in dragon boat racing is based
more on team work than physical fitness,
and almost anyone can participate, says
Ben Gerber, president of the Thames River Paddling Club. The WDBC provides
everything required to participate, including practice(s), coaching and equipment.
The first step is to select a team captain to organize your team, Gerber says.
The WDBC has provided an Information
Package with more information and tips
for team captains. A team usually consists of 16 to 24 members, but the event
will try to accommodate smaller or larger
groups.
Once your team has enough committed
members, team captains can register on
the event website. You can add members
to your team at any time before your first
race, Gerber notes. The Early Bird deadline is April 15, and is $700 per team,
which works out to less than $40 per pad-

dler. Alternatively, businesses could also
sponsor their team entry fee for their employees and family members. Teams can
come up with a creative team name and
cheer, and perhaps go all out with team
shirts.
Teams receive one practice with their
registration, while extra practices are $40
each. They are currently available evenings and weekends at Wildwood Park,
from May 14 to 28, and can be reserved
on the website. An experienced dragon boat coach and steersperson will run
your team’s practice, teaching technique,
timing, race tips and safety. The boats,
paddles and life jackets are provided at no
extra cost for practices and race day. Park
entry is also free for all participants.
A fun day of activities
A race schedule will be published about
one week prior to the event. Teams are
encouraged to arrive early, set up a team
campsite and enjoy the day. In addition
to the races, the Wildwood Dragon Boat
Challenge will feature music, games, a
kids zone, a barbecue lunch and other
displays.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 23

CELEBRITY HOCKEY GAME

(FRED GONDER PHOTOS)

The Stratford Professional Fire Fighters Association welcomed Pro Hockey Heroes to
the William Allman Arena on Saturday, Mar. 19, for a fundraising game benefitting Rotary
Hospice Stratford Perth. After the ceremonial puck drop, the likes of Craig Muni, Bernie
Nicholls, Mark Laforest, Rick Vaive and Gary Leeman took on local heroes like Justin Lingard, Jake Jenkins, Richard Kennedy, Brad Mayer and Roddy MacDonald (sr. and jr.).
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Plenty of positives, community growth for
Fighting Irish despite first-round playoff exit
The Stratford Fighting Irish didn’t
get the result they wanted in the
playoffs but the team is still happy
with the foothold the organization
established in the Western Ontario
Super Hockey League’s inaugural
season.
After defeating the Alvinston
Killer Bees in a best-of-three playoff qualifying round in early March,
the Fighting Irish became the underdogs in an opening-round battle
with the first-place Elora Rocks. In
Game One, it only took 21 seconds
for Elora to open the scoring, taking a 1-0 lead on a goal by Alex Utley. Later in the first period, Utley
scored again to give the Rocks a 2-0
lead. Andrew Whalen scored just
over five minutes into the second
stanza to put Elora ahead by three
but Mitchell Casey got Stratford
on the board before the end of the
middle frame. In the third, Michael
Giacometti scored for Elora while
Brody Smith once again cut the
lead to two, but the Fighting Irish
couldn’t complete the comeback.
The series returned to Stratford
for Game Two but the fortunes only
worsened for the Fighting Irish.
Elora tallied five goals in the first
period and added four more in the
second on their way to an 11-2 win,

giving the Rocks a 2-0 series lead.
Cameron Stokes and Ray Robbins
had the goals for Stratford.
The top-ranked Rocks thumped
Stratford once again as the series
moved back to Elora, this time by a
final score of 8-1. The Fighting Irish
opened the scoring on the road with
Clayton Lewis striking first blood
3:50 into the first frame. Elora tied
the contest at one by the end of the
opening period and in the final 40
minutes, took full control of the
game. For the second straight game,
Elora potted four goals in the second before adding three in the third.
With their season on the line, the
Fighting Irish hosted Game Four at
the William Allman Memorial Are-

na and put forward a hotly-contested battle. Elora opened the scoring
with the lone goal of the first period, but in the second, it was Stratford who took over the scoreboard.
Casey got the Fighting Irish on the
board before Maverick Petrie gave
the home side a 2-1 lead which they
carried into the second intermission. The Rocks brought the game
even just over seven-and-a-half
minutes into the final period before
Warren Gorman restored Stratford’s
one-goal lead. Just 47 seconds later,
however, Elora tied the game once
again before netting the eventual
game-winner three minutes and 20
seconds later.
Following their elimination from
the playoffs, the Fighting Irish announced that Ray Robbins was a
co-winner of the WOSHL’s Most
Outstanding Player award. The
first-ever Sleeman Cup will be
awarded to either the Rocks of Elora or the Tillsonburg Thunder who,
at press time, are in the middle of
the championship series. Games
Three and Four take place Friday,
April 8, and Saturday, April 9. If
needed, Games Five, Six, and Seven are scheduled for Friday, April
22, Saturday, April 23, and Sunday, April 24.

...Warriors finish
fourth
shot the home side 60-24 but went 0-for-10 on the power-

Continued from page 19
Stratford got a few days to rest before a heavyweight tilt
with the Elmira Sugar Kings on March 18 at the Allman.
Sheldon Pryce netted his fifteenth of the year and Drew
Ferris recorded his eleventh just over three minutes apart
in the opening period to give the Warriors a 2-0 lead, but
Elmira got on the board with just 91 seconds left in the
frame. Less than a minute-and-a-half into the second, the
Sugar Kings tied the game at 2-2, but Nolan Adkins’ fifth
of the season restored a one-goal Stratford lead going into
the third. In the final period, Jesse English got his second
of the season in what finished as a 4-2 Warriors victory.
For the second straight weekend, the Warriors paid a
visit to the Bandits but unlike the week previous, Stratford couldn’t come away with the win. A second-period
powerplay goal by Brantford held up as the game’s only
goal with the hometown Bandits winning 1-0.
In their third straight game on March 20, the Warriors
were in Elmira where the high tensions that began Friday
night spilled into the Sunday match-up. The second period was particularly heated with 48 penalty minutes handed out in the middle frame plus a game misconduct for
forward Callan Christener after receiving two 10-minute
misconducts. On the scoreboard, both teams were scoreless until Ferris broke things open in the second period
with the only even-strength goal of the contest. Elmira
tied things up in the second with a powerplay goal before both teams added a powerplay marker in the third. In
Stratford’s case, it was Luke Fritz with his sixteenth of the
season just 55 seconds into the period. The game needed
a shootout in which the only goal came from Ferris in the
fifth round.
If the March 24 battle between Stratford and Ayr is
any indication of what the playoffs will be like, Stratford
is likely to be in good shape even though they narrowly
missed the two points in their last meeting of the regular
season with the Centennials. On the 24, the Warriors out-

play and could only get one goal by the Centennials netminder, scored by McCann, in a 2-1 loss to their future
first-round playoff opponent.
Goals were not nearly as hard to come by just one night
later when the Siskins visited the Allman and came away
with a 7-6 win over Stratford. After falling behind 2-0 in
the first, the Warriors scored three times in the final sixand-a-half minutes of the first and twice in two minutes
early in the second to take a 5-2 lead. Affiliate player
Codi Scott had two of these goals with McCann, Ferris,
and McLaughlin also getting on the scoresheet. Kitchener-Waterloo cut the lead to just one by the end of the second. In the third, McCann’s second of the game put the
Warriors ahead by two once again but the Siskins fought
back and tied the game at six apiece, before eventually
winning the game in overtime.
Stratford concluded their regular season on April 2
with a visit to the Bombers of Caledon. Second-period
goals from McCann and Daigle gave the Warriors a 2-1
lead going into the third, where McCann hit an empty net
to seal a 3-1 lead.
McCann finished the year easily as the top scorer for
the Warriors, ending the season with 28 goals and 60
points. In the entire league, McCann placed seventh in
scoring. Goaltender Marcus Vandenberg finished top five
in all of the GOJHL in both goals-against average and
save-percentage.
The first round of the GOJHL playoffs is scheduled to
end on April 17, with the second round slated to begin
the following day and run through May 1. The Conference Finals will run from May 2-15, with the three Conference champions meeting in a round-robin that takes
place from May 16-25. If necessary, the round-robin
tie-breaker will take place May 26 and the best-of-three
series to determine the Sutherland Cup Champion is set
for May 27-31.

Revolution comes
up strong
come-back season

Stratford Basketball recently wound up its' 29th season of Hoops For Fun after needing to postpone for the
2020-21 season. Challenges with facilities and navigating protocols forced a scaled back house league program which saw approximately 160 local youth take
part, down from as many as 330 in previous years.
The Stratford Revolution rep program has bounced
back after a lost season as well, with 11 teams competing in Ontario Basketball Association and Ontario
Basketball League play. This includes u14, u16 and u19
in the girls divisions and u10- u19 in the boys divisions.
Some recent results include an Ontario Cup silver
medal for our U10 boys as well as for our U11 boys at
their provincial finals.
The U10 group are all first year players and a silver
medal for them is a great accomplishment.
The U11 share a similar story with most players being new to competitive basketball, but they put together a 16-4 season record including 10-0 in OBL play.
They found themselves down in the gold medal game
against a tough Niagara Falls team which they had previously beaten twice in close games. In this one, Niagara jumped out to a 19-9 lead and the boys clawed their
way back but lost by a single point.
U12 boys have played a strong season and have seen
plenty of action against much larger programs but have
still managed a 20-13 record going in to their Ontario
Cup April 8-10 with a high provincial ranking. In their
most recent home game they defeated Windsor Riverside 54-18 while missing some key players.
The U13 boys have six returning players and five
who are new to basketball but battle every game and
have managed to maintain a record right around the
.500 mark with their Ontario Cup approaching during
the third week of April.
The U14 boys are equally impressive and have an 8-2
season in OBL play and are 12-4 overall, jumping five
divisions in Ontario rankings for their Ontario Cup in
Ottawa at the end of April.
The U15 and U16 boys teams have just kicked off
their seasons, each sporting a 2-0 record so far. And
the U14 girls currently sit at 5-5 in OBL action.

IN TOUGH

(MATT HARRIS PHOTO)

Landon Miller looks for a way to pass out of trouble while
being checked by a London Gold Medal defender during
the Stratford Revolution’s game at the Burnside Agriplex
on Friday, Apr. 1. It was the first of a double-header on the
night for Stratford, as they welcomed Windsor Riverside
for the second game.
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The Many Lives of the Festival Square

Times Freelance Columnist

Fennel Hudson once wrote,
‘Old buildings whisper to us in
the creaking of floorboards and
rattling of windowpanes.’
I love old buildings, in particular I have a soft spot for,
the Festival Square in beautiful downtown Stratford. I
have been fortunate to have
worked in this gorgeous heritage iron framed building built
in 1893\94. Originally it consisted of the Gordon and Idington blocks. This important
building located at the junction
of Downie, Erie and Ontario is
vital to the landscape of city.
I have worked in this building for since 1988 and have
seen many changes, businesses
came and went as did the people that were part of those businesses. Which lead me to think
of the history and the chapters
and phases of this grand old
edifice. It seems to me that we
have multiple lives in our one
lifetime. I sometimes remember something that happened in
my past and it feels like it belongs to someone else entirely.
Do you know what I mean? I
think this is also true of an old
house or building.
This big building standing
strong, quietly observing, the
coming and goings of its tenants, watching over Stratford
for over 130 years. Imagine ...
what this structure could tell us

if it had a voice.
In the earliest of days the
tenants consisted of offices
and shops, John Idington barrister and the man who built
the block would see his clients
there and if you needed a gun,
John F Freemantle Gunsmith
was there to serve you. Thomas
Ballantyne, Merchant ... I wonder what he sold, I am picturing
dry goods but I don't know for
sure. Also, a quick visit to A.E.
Ahrens for a dental check-up.
All available all in one building.
Years go by and things
change as things do, so let’s
skip ahead to the 1960s. Department stores were popular
and Eaton's and Metropolitan
stores where the place to go for
clothing, housewares, toys etc.
I have vague memories of these
stores by then located in building facing Downie St. This was
the era of women coming into
their own, working out of the
home. The times they were a
changin' as Bob Dylan would
say. My own grandma got a
job working for Eaton's, thinking of that now that was pretty forward thinking Grandma.
When you bought something at
Eaton's the money was sent in a
brass tube to the manager's office. High tech for those days.
I like to imagine the ladies
dressed up, hair done and high
heels with their shopping baskets telling Curly Davidson the
‘Lift Man’ who operated the

cage elevator which floor they
wished to go to. I remember
my Grandma giving my brother and I heck for playing on the
elevator. Funny thing is, there's
still an elevator in the building
and kids still play on it. I guess
not everything changes.
In 1975 the building was
scheduled for demolition and
thankfully a local group lobbied to save it. In 1978 Glen
Wood a developer from London, Ontario purchased the
building (then vacant for 5
years) purchased the building
for $324,000 and spent $1 million transforming the interior
to a then cutting edge retail
shopping center.
I was a bit older by then and

...Wildwood Dragon Boat
Continued from page 21
The May 29 races are scheduled to begin between 9 and 10 a.m. The WDBC has
organized a unique offering of races that
are well suited for novice crews. The first
race is a 300-metre qualifying
race which will seed teams
into divisions, based on
time. Following a short
break, teams will
race in a 300m final,
which promises to
be a much-closer
dash.
Next are the
100-metre KnockOut sprints, where
each race typically lasts 45 to 60
seconds. Up to four
teams will begin each
Knock-Out round, after
each round the slowest team
is eliminated. The remaining teams
head straight back to the start line to race
again. Slower teams can expect to finish
their last race between 1:30 and 4:30 p.m.
The top six or 12 teams will end the
day with a 1,000m Flag Catching race.
Teams will race together on an oval
course set up with three flags. Each

team’s drummer will collect a flag or receive a time penalty. All races are scheduled to end by 5 p.m.
Award presentations will be held
throughout the afternoon for the division winners. Additional awards
are up for grabs such as the
‘St. Marys Community
Champions’ and ‘Best
Team Spirit.’ The
event is hosted by the
Thames River Paddling Club. Event
proceeds support
the club and the
St. Marys Fire Department who plan
to have a team and
display at the event.
For more information,
contact Gerber at 519301-2540 or visit: www.
thamesriverpaddlingclub.com/
wdbc
St. Marys Home Building Centre is the
event’s Title Sponsor. Other top sponsors include: Quadro Communications,
St. Marys Canadian Tire and Veterinary
Purchasing to name just a few. Sponsor
options starting at $50 are available until
early May.

would go uptown every Saturday with my friend and go into
every store in town. Wow! We
could not believe it when we
saw the new indoor mall. What
made it unique was the winding path through three floors
with an interesting shop in every nook and cranny. I loved it.
Leighton Mcleod helped jog my
memories of who and what was
located and where. He came
from Toronto to open his store
Record World in the newly renovated building. Leighton and I
sat in Lady Glaze Donuts (now
located in the Festival Square)
and reminisced about retail hay
days of the 70s. I miss those
days when shopping was an
outing, greeting friends and
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neighbours as you moseyed
around the downtown core.
The Giannakopoulos boys
with Craig Foster opened their
first restaurant Cafe Mediterranean on the main floor. Brian
Young had the palm restaurant I remember sitting in the
second floor restaurant watching the city below from the
oversized windows drinking
the best milkshake. Apparently, Brian also ran the Engine
Shed Bar located in the basement, where he brought in big
name bands. Also on the main
floor was Oxford Books, Spare
Time Hobbies, I can almost
see George Lamont sitting at
the lunch counter gabbing with
his buddies at the United Cigar Store. On the second Floor
there was The Travel Merchant,
Optical Design. I can't recall
where everything was but other stores such as Rag-a-muffin,
The Gold Shoppe, Gadabouts,
Stephenson’s Kitchen, Bloomers and a place where you
could have a T-shirt printed.
I remember that being a big
thing, I do believe I bought a
Barry Manilow t-shirt there.
On the lower level was Devon's seafood and a cheese shop.
You could spend the whole afternoon wandering around in
there. I think this was the best
chapter of The Festival Square.
Glen Wood received an award
from Heritage Canada for his
reverberation of the buildings.
CONTINUED TO PAGE 24

Southern Cruisers prepare for
busy riding season
The Stratford chapter of the Southern
Cruisers Riding Club has a pair of upcoming events planned to help get their riding
season under way.
On Sunday, May 22, the club will host
a memorial ride in honour of one of their
fallen members, MaryAnne Zettler. A
member of multiple riding groups, Zettler
was well known in the motorcycling community as well as being a crossing guard
supervisor. While on a holiday riding trip,
Zettler tragically passed away following
a single-vehicle collision in Barry’s Bay,
Ontario.
Chapter President Dan Wagler said the
ride will begin and end at the Stratford
Army, Navy and Air Force Veterans chapter on Lorne Avenue with a ride along one
of Zettler’s favourite roads as the planned
route.
“We’ll go for a short mass ride and then
return to the hall for fellowship and the
exchange of memories of MaryAnne,”
Wagler said. “Due to the COVID restrictions, funeral services were only attended
by a select few, so this gives everyone a
chance to continue finding closure.”

The Cruisers then have another event
planned for July 2 when they will host
Taboo Tour 2022. Wagler said the club
first hosted this event in 2019 but had to
suspend it for the last few years because
of the pandemic. Calling it a fun twist on
a traditional poker run, Wagler said there
will be multiple stops ‘of an indulgent nature’ along the Tour where participants acquire a white card from the Cards Against
Humanity game.
Seven stops from Elmira to Bayfield
have been mapped out, with the Tour finishing back in Stratford. A meal awaits
riders at the finish, and prizes will be
handed out by a celebrity judge.
The entry fee for the Taboo Tour 2022 is
$25 per person and is open to all vehicles
(not just motorcycles). Proceeds from the
Tour will go to the Huron Perth Centre,
which helps kids and families struggling
with mental health challenges.
Those interested in taking part can
search for Taboo Tour on Facebook, or
visit the Southern Cruisers website at
www.scrc-stratford-chapter726.ca to find
out more.
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Times Past: The more things change…

BETTY JO BELTON
Stratford-Perth Archives

News reports in the nineteenth century
Stratford Times sometimes sound a bit
like today’s headlines. Stories that were
published in the spring of 1888 describe
residents hopeful about an expanding local industry but concerned about a possible housing shortage. And, as we still
do in spring, they were redecorating their
homes, updating their wardrobes and organizing themselves for summer sports
leagues.
On April 4, 1888, the Times reported
that it was “a settled fact that the Grand
Trunk shops at Hamilton will be removed
from that city to Stratford about the 1st
of August. Fully 550 men, about 300 of
whom have families, will come here…
This means an acquisition to the population of Stratford, from one place alone, of
fully 2,000 people…The question arises
where are the men to live? There are not
a dozen vacant houses in Stratford, fitted for respectable mechanics to live in.
What is wanted in this city is a Building
Society, and that right off quick!” By early May, it was reported that “houses are
rushing up in Stratford like mushrooms,
especially cottages” and that the GTR
intended to erect a number of houses for
their workers.
If you already had a home to renovate,
Bosworth’s at 17 Market St in Stratford
had NEW STYLES of WALLPAPER for
1888 with “prices much lower than former
years.” W.&F. Workman announced they
had fresh paint, “having just received a
full assortment of prepared paints in over

30 different colours.” A. MacNair and Co. had
“spring styles of
carpets and curtains…the largest stock of carpets held by any
one house west
of Toronto.” Or,
if outside work
was
needed,
William Kompf
was
prepared
to do all kinds
of garden work,
“such as preparing for and
planting vegetables etc and also
making flower
beds, attending
to gardens and
all work in that
line.”
If you just
wanted to spruce
up your personal
appearance, you
could get a hair
cut at J.E. Stark’s
barbershop. Though the Times reported
that one of Stark’s customers, a farmer
named Ball from Blanshard Township
who hitched his horses to the barber shop
lamp, had some bad luck during his visit.
Apparently, “the horses were so pleased
with the bars and stripes that they tried
to carry it away and succeeded in smashing it. Mr. Ball paid $25 and went home

as pleased as
any man could
be under the circumstances.”
If a new hat
was
needed,
several options
were advertised
in the Times.
For
example,
the Cheapside
House of Stratford held their
Grand
Spring
Millinery Opening on April 5,
1888 and extended “a cordial invitation
to the Ladies of
the County of
Perth to examine
our display of
French, English
and American
hats and bonnets.” Scott and
Bastings Big 7
store in the Idington Block had
an event in honour of their “spring millinery opening”
on April 12 – 14. David N. Hogg & Co.
had “hundreds of lovely Spring Hats and
Bonnets and some of the daintiest little
wraps and dolmans you ever saw…Everything is wearable and tempting – no outlandish styles but all very lady-like and in
good taste.” They reported “La Tosca” as
the most stylish hat in their store – “this

hat is an exact copy of the one worn by
the famous Madame Sara Bernhardt, for
whom the play was written…It is a fine
white Leghorn, faced with white tuelle
arranged in shell design and fastened with
a gold pin set with brilliants. A tasteful
arrangement of broad reptile-green ribbon, its edge shaded into dark brown and
apple green, and this surmounted with a
sheaf of fine wheat, proclaims La Tosca
the hat of the season.”
Girls’ baseball clubs were reported to
be “all the rage in Stratford.” The Conservatives and the Reformers had a cricket
match at the Stratford Junior Cricket Club
which the Conservatives won by 9 runs.
The Bicycle Club met on Market Square
for their first group trip of the season
while Stratford Lacrosse Club and Stratford Tennis Club both held their annual
meetings in April that year. The Lacrosse
Club membership fee was set at one dollar
and it was agreed that they would wear
uniform suits and buy new sticks for the
players. Thorton and Douglas, local merchant tailors, were given the contract for
the uniforms – “knickerbockers made of
light great Halifax tweed with royal blue
cording in the seams and jerseys of royal
blue.”
Of course, many things have changed
since 1888. Most women’s summer hats
tend to be plain and practical. Sports
uniforms are rarely, if ever, made from
tweed. And home decorators have considerably more than 30 colours of paint
to choose from. What hasn’t changed is
how much we all welcome spring with
its warm, bright days and the promise of
summer fun ahead.

...Lives of the Festival Square Stratford Pride Community Centre
main floor facing Erie Street. That
Continued from page 23
To Open Its Doors
AJ's Hair Studio (my hair salon) will be a nice addition to the building.

moved into the building's second
floor in 1990, (then owned by The Zentil's of Toronto) things had changed
yet again. The Scotia Bank was the
building's anchor. The younger Giannakopoulos brother now had Cafe
Med in the center, the cigar shop
and the book store were still there.
Gordon's Ladies wear faced Downie
Street where Eaton's once was. However, some shops had left and more
offices had moved in. We were delighted to be in part of the building. I
was drawn to the exposed brick and
it's still my favourite part.
In 2014 the building was sold again
to Europro (a company from Toronto) and has 16 tenants.
Here we are in 2022. The building still stands, still observing our
movements. The building is in flux
once again. Offices now occupy
the second and third floor, and we
mustn't forget a hair salon. For a few
years the main floor was somewhat
empty but recently it has begun to
fill up once again. The Pulp vegan
style food, Rocky Mountain Chocolate, Lady Glaze donuts, Hi-Times,
Subway and coming soon Features
Restaurant will be located on the

In an old building like the Festival Square, holds a lot of history.
Sometimes I can feel the ghost of my
grandma wandering around where
Eaton's was, which funny enough is
where I have worked for the last 30
years. Times will continue to change
as it always does, things come and
go but what remains the same is people. Over 100 years ago this building
was the place to meet, full of offices and stores as it still is today. We
might order things on line nowadays
and use technology, but I believe we
will always need a downtown with
buildings such as this. We are human beings, and we crave and need
human connection.
All this reminds me of some wise
words from the Dalai Lama: ‘We
humans are social beings. We come
into the world as the result of others’
actions. We survive here in dependence on others. Whether we like
it or not, there is hardly a moment
of our lives when we do not benefit
from others’ activities. For this reason it is hardly surprising that most
of our happiness arises in the context
of our relationships with others.’

The Stratford Pride Community Centre
(SPCC) will open June 1.
“We’ve been providing information services
online since August 4, 2021. We said we intended to open a bricks-and-mortar location by
June, Pride Month, 2022,” said Bruce Duncan
Skeaff, president and chair of the SPCC. “We
have kept that promise to our community.”
The SPCC will open a headquarters office
(SPCC HQ) at 24 Downie St., that will act as
a central resource centre and meeting space.
“There are a lot of people seeking out support
groups that just haven’t existed because there
hasn’t been a space to meet. Or what space
exists has been beyond the means of a small
group. Now, we will fill that need, almost always at no cost. We will also run programs
and some simple drop-in opportunities,” he
said. “We’ll also have a lending library.”
SPCC will hold an open house and ribbon
cutting Saturday, June 4, 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. To
support the SPCC, TD Bank Group will provide $30,000 over three years, and United Way
Perth-Huron (UWPH) will provide $20,000
this year.
"At TD, we are committed to helping build
strong, inclusive communities, where everyone has the opportunity to feel connected,
respected and confident in what the future
holds for them." says TD District Vice President, Ester Condello. "Supporting initiatives

like the Stratford Pride Community Centre,
is one of the ways we work to reach this goal
and continue our journey to a more inclusive
tomorrow."
“United Way is delighted to be part of Stratford Pride’s announcement of a physical space
for the SPCC,” added UWPH Executive Director Ryan Erb. “We understand how important this project is when it comes to providing a
welcoming, affordable gathering space for the
local LGBTQ+ community. We’re look forward to the SPCC’s opening later this year.”  
The Centre will also be composed various
activities throughout the community.
SPCC is Stratford's first LGBTQ+ community centre serving what has been called
‘Canada's gayest small city’. The SPCC serves
people living in Stratford and Perth County,
those who are visiting/plan to visit, and those
who are looking for a welcoming place to
move permanently. It also works to advance
our community as a progressive, inclusive and
welcoming place to live, work, visit or do business.
The centre will be a valuable resource for
businesses and organizations wanting to learn
how to be more LGBTQ-positive in their interactions with both clients/customers and
staff. SPCC also publishes the Stratford Pride
Guide, a directory of businesses that welcome
LGBTQ+ customers and clients.
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Advertise your restaurant specials here!
Call 519-655-2341 or e-mail us at
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

RESTAURANT GUIDE

GETTING SOSSED: Table to Farm…What’s Your Beef?

BOB SOSS
Contributor

There you are! Great to see you
again. It has been a crazy last few
weeks. Mother Nature has been
all over the place, but with sheer
grit and determination, I have
a special treat for you. So grab
your spatulas and aprons and join
me on our culinary journey “Table to Farm”.
This past Sunday, after much
planning and a weather reschedule ‘Table to Farm’ episode 2
What’s Your Beef has come together and it’s magic. They say
‘it takes a village to raise a family’ and in this case it took one to
bring this episode together.
Our journey takes us to Lakeside Ontario…just a hop, skip,
and a jump from our back yard.
It’s with great pleasure that I
introduce you to the Vanderpol
family…Kaisu, Bryan and their
three energetically adorable children Arjen, Rowben and Mila. At
Vanderpol Farms, @whats.yourbeef on Instagram, their farming
philosophy is quite sweet and
simple; “We raise these cows
with lots of love and passion.
They are pasture raised, corn fed
animals”. With an emphasis on
love and passion producing some

amazing products …It’s melt-inyour-mouth tender beef…” and I
can attest to that, let me tell ya!
While Kaisu and Bryan were
giving me a tour of there farm I
couldn’t help but be swept back
to a simpler time. I felt a sense
of ease seeing how well the animals were taken care of. Kudos
to Bryan for running such a tight
ship…it is a tidy farm indeed.
We were also joined by Chris
Taylor from Dark Hollow Wood
Shop and the boys from Bog Line
Barbecue Nick Ince and Will
Rempel, out of Parkhill Ontario.
We were introduced to Chris
last month and got a sneak peak at
the table he made for this series.
The final product is unbelievable,
mind blowing, stupendous, absolutely gorgeous. Word’s just don’t
do it justice. Scan the QR code
and check it out.
I recently stumbled upon Bog
Line Barbecue (on Facebook and
Instagram). Nick and Will are
two fellows’ that share a similar
passion for ‘stick burning’ cooking (wood fired cooking) and let
me tell you…they do it well! I
had the pleasure of visiting their
shop out in Parkhill and when I
arrived I was met by some beautiful Alpacas, but let’s talk about
them at another time. As the garage door opened and the array
of amazing metal work began to
reveal itself, I was taken back.
Upon closer inspection of one
of their offset smokers…goosebumps hit with vengeance and
furious delight! I knew right then
and there, I was in the right place.
We spent what seemed like just
minutes, but was hours shooting
the breeze about cooking with
wood. Will and Mike then offered to bring one of their “Santa

Maria” grills to the farm to cook
on for the Vanderpol family and I
equivocally accepted their offer.
Thank goodness I did.
The Vanderpol Farm as my
backdrop for the day made the
whole experience that much better. Chris had the table setup,
Nick and Will had the “Santa
Maria” grill hot and raring to go
and Kaisu and Bryan supplied
the beautiful “T-Bone” steaks. It
was a well composed symphony
of production…da da dant, da da
dant, du du du du da da dant! No?
Some may get it!
The one-inch cut T-bone steaks
were beautifully marbled and
super tender as they hit the grill.
Simple Himalayan sea salt and
cracked pepper was all that was
needed for seasoning. Having
the amazing control and being
able to change the level of the
cooking surface with the ‘Santa
Maria’ grill made my job a treat.
Getting a perfect sear and grill
marks was effortless…a beautiful mid-rare with high quality
beef, not an issue. Everything
about this grill was meticulously
thought out, from the fire brick
lined hot box to the heavy duty
casters it sat on. Absolute perfection!
I thought, what goes well with
an amazing steak? How about
some roasted Chilean splash
potatoes with fresh rosemary
and garlic in plenty of butter as
well as my deep
fried Brussel
Sprouts. That
should do the
trick. Yes I deep
fried Brussel
Sprouts on a
farm and it was
awesome! I also
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did a raw pea puree and a roasted cauliflower puree for added
flavor and a beautiful looking
plate. To top it all off I used
Annabelle’s Indoor Garden (on
Facebook and Instagram) organic micro greens, both sunflower
and beautiful deep burgundy
colored Amaranth to garnish. To
wash it all down nothing better
than some local craft brews from
@brokenrailbrewing.
Two tasty Purees sure to impress your guest and level up
your plate presentation. Let’s
start with the raw pea puree.
What you will need is some fresh
raw peas, the bigger the better
(you can use frozen, just let’em
thaw). Then you’ll need some
Extra Virgin Olive Oil (EVOO),
a couple table spoons of freshly
chopped parsley, a teaspoon of
roasted garlic puree and about
half a cup of miso broth. Throw
everything into your food processor and Wizz gradually adding your EVOO until you have a
nice smooth consistency, add a
little sea salt and cracked pepper
to taste. The cauliflower puree
is made almost identically, the
only difference is you need to
roast the cauliflower first. On a
cookie sheet with parchment lay
out about ½ a head of cauliflower
chopped, drizzle with EVOO salt
and pepper and roast at 400°F
until the edges brown. Remove
and Wizz together in your food

processor with the same ingredients, minus the Peas of course
and there you have it!
Thanks for stopping by and
stay groovy!
Your Man,
Bob Soss
I would like to thank Kaisu,
Bryan and the wee ones for
hosting us and supplying the
amazing beef. As well as sharing
your passion for farming. Check
out Vanderpol Farms, @whats.
yourbeef on Instagram, as well
as Chris Taylor @darkhollowwoodshop, Nick and Will @
boglinebbq, @annabellesindorgarden, @brokenrailbrewing,
Heather Hawes @heatheretta.
oxfordsmallbiz and Amanda
Vanstone for all of your amazing
efforts in pulling this off! Thank
you, Thank you, Thank you.
If you are a farmer or you
know one that would like to
participate in this series please
contact me @ campbells.catering.1978@gmail.com
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Another year of high demand, low supply expected for bikes
EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

It’ll likely be another challenging year
for customers looking for a new bike.
Ross Taylor, the owner of Ross’ Bike
Works, said that it was a bit early to predict in February, when the interview occurred. However, he said that there will
be low supply for 2022. Some bicycles
won’t be available until the end of the
summer.
For the first time in 40 years, Taylor
will have bikes provided for him from his
suppliers instead of being able to choose
what to order.
"Normally, I would order bikes and this
year they are allocated to me. That's how
grim it is. 'This is what we can give you,
and that's it,’” he said.
Prices for bicycles also increased, for
example a bike that used to be $600 is
now between $75 to $85 more this year.
The supply of bicycle parts also reached
an all-time low.
“Some parts won't be available until

next year, like next July."
Bicycle helmets, which were unavailable last year, are more available this
year. Although bike racks were supposed
to be available in September 2021, they
are still not available.
Joel Curtis, the owner of Totally
Spoke’d, said in an email interview with
the Stratford Times that his suppliers told
him that the shortage of bikes for 2022 is
even worse than last year. Bikes that were
ordered between 16 to 18 months ago are
starting to come into Totally Spoke’d.
Curtis said that COVID-19 related parts
factory shutdowns and natural disasters
have contributed to supply chain issues.
“Due to the lack of supply of new bikes
the last couple of years, people have been
repairing older bikes to get them through
until they can get a new one but that in
turn has led to a shortage of basic repair
parts like chains, or tubes and tires, etc.,”
Curtis said in an email.
He added that cyclists looking to buy
a used bike should be aware that a used
bicycle price might be more expensive

PC Connect sees boost in ridership
on Transit Appreciation Day

(EMILY STEWART PHOTO)

PC Connect riders had the chance to ride the bus for free on March 18. The free rides were
part of Transit Appreciation Day.

EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

Those traveling to and from Perth County and London had a chance to commute
for free as a way to celebrate public transit.
As part of Transit Appreciation Day on
March 18, Perth County’s PC Connect
community bus offered free rides for all
routes. The bus goes through St. Marys,
Stratford, Listowel, Perth South, Kitchener-Waterloo, and London.
Maggie Martin, the transit project coordinator for the Corporation of the County
of Perth, said in an email interview that
there were 61 rides across five routes on
Transit Appreciation Day. Ridership for
that day alone tripled compared to any day
in February.
“We were very excited to be able to offer the opportunity for residents to explore
PC Connect free of cost, and are very
pleased that it encouraged new riders to
try the service.”
PC Connect, run by Voyago, launched
as a way to provide accessible and afford-

able transit to residents of the area. According to the Perth County website,the
transit program is funded by the Ontario
Government’s Community Transportation
Grant program. The province will provide
funding until March 31st, 2025.
Martin said that rural areas of Perth
County did not have public transportation
until PC Connect came along.
“Now, PC Connect provides all residents
with the opportunity to stay connected to
their communities, access employment
and social programs, attend appointments,
visit friends and family, and maintain an
independent and active lifestyle,” she said.
She recommended that everyone, even
drivers, should try taking a PC Connect
bus, adding that it’s an environmentally-friendly, inexpensive, and time-efficient alternative to driving.
“With gas prices at an all time high,
there is no better way to get where you
need to go,” she said.
For more information about PC Connect
and to view the routes, visit www.perthcounty.ca/pcconnect.

than expected. The shortage of new bikes
means it’s a strong market for those selling their used bikes.
"You'll never get more money for it than
what you're getting right now. People are
getting high dollars for used bikes because of the shortage of bikes and they're
selling very quickly,” Taylor said, adding
that a customer sold their own bike within a day.
Since there’s more demand than there is
supply for bicycles, Taylor and other bike
shop owners run waiting lists. In a follow-up with the Stratford Times, he said
that the Ross’ Bike Works waitlist has
170 people on it as of March 31.
Curtis said in a follow-up email that
the length of the waitlists depends on the
bike itself. Totally Spoke’d has a list of
the bikes coming in and then names are
added to the bikes that customers want.
“We haven't been taking deposits for
the bikes. We just ask that if customers
have found something else or are no longer interested for one reason or another,
that they call us so that we can take their

name off the list and everyone below
them moves up a spot.” Curtis said in an
email. “It's not ideal that's for sure but we
are all just doing what we can to manage
the supply/demand of the bikes we have
coming in.”
Still, getting on a waitlist is the best bet
for a new bike in 2022. Taylor added that
customers should take their time before
deciding which bike is best for their cycling experience.
“Don't spontaneously buy things just
because it's available. Just make sure it's
the right bike,” Taylor said. “I've seen people buying bikes that are way too small or
way too big just because it's available and
not enjoying the bike itself.”
Curtis also encouraged those looking
for a new bike to go on a waitlist, and that
the delayed orders are beyond the control
of the bike shops.
“Please bear with the shops - they are
trying - they want to sell you a new bike
as badly as you want to buy one and see
their customers happily rolling down the
road or trail,” he said.

Annual fundraising efforts smash
goals for United Way
United Way Perth-Huron (UWPH)
marked the end of the 2021 annual campaign and announced a record-breaking total of $2,236,904,
well over the campaign goal of $2.002
million.
“We appreciate the incredible support donors have shown,” said UWPH
Executive Director Ryan Erb. “Vulnerable local people are still struggling and we know that with the cost
of everything rising, more people need
a helping hand. We are committed to
continuing our work addressing pressing needs across Perth-Huron.”
“We’re grateful to our communities
for supporting UWPH,” added UWPH
Campaign Co-chair Rob Edney.
“All over Perth-Huron, people really
demonstrated their support for United
Way’s mission. That’s something I will
definitely take away as a memory from
the past seven months.”
“Being co-chairs meant we were
lucky enough to experience the local love in our communities,” added
UWPH Campaign Co-chair Leslie
Edney. “That spirit of generosity and
caring will help so many get the support they need. Thank you to everyone
who gave to UWPH.”

Through a series of Spirit of Community videos, UWPH celebrated the
positive impact local donors, workplaces, volunteers, partners and communities had in supporting UWPH’s
work across the region; including
through community committees in
Exeter, Goderich, North Perth, St.
Marys, Stratford and Wingham, as
well as events such as Coldest Night of
the Year. The organization also shared
stories of local people who have the
chance for a brighter future thanks to
UWPH and supported partners and
programs. View the videos at perthhuron.unitedway.ca. UWPH is also grateful to Famme & Co. Professional Corporation, investStratford, McCutchen
& Pearce Professional Corporation
and Monteith Ritsma Phillips Law Offices for sponsoring this year’s videos.
As part of UWPH’s celebration of
donors, the organization also acknowledged the support of local workplaces.
This year’s top five workplace campaigns, including employee giving,
corporate matching dollars and event
gifts, are; FIO Automotive Canada,
Steelcraft, Huron Perth Healthcare
Alliance, City of Stratford and Scotiabank.
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University of Waterloo grads to celebrate with
in-person ceremonies
EMILY STEWART
Stratford Times Correspondent

(EMILY STEWART PHOTO)

The University of Waterloo will bring back in-person convocation ceremonies for the first
time since the COVID-19 pandemic began. Students who graduated between the years
2020 to 2022, including the Stratford School of Interaction Design and Business, are invited to celebrate.

Graduates from the past two years will
be able to celebrate their accomplishments
at in-person ceremonies for the first time
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The University of Waterloo announced
in a March 15 update on their website that
the class of 2022 will have in-person ceremonies in the spring. Graduates from the
years 2020 and 2021 are also invited to
celebrate at their own convocations.
Andrew Geekie-Sousa, the academic
administrative supervisor for the University of Waterloo’s Stratford School of Interaction Design and Business, said that
after a difficult two years due to the pandemic, the university is thrilled to bring
back in-person ceremonies.
"I've attended a couple of ceremonies
and it's a really special moment watching
a student cross the stage and just celebrating their achievements, accomplishments
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and so being able to do that again live is
going to be really exciting,” he said.
All ceremonies, including the one for
the Stratford campus, will be held at
the main campus in Waterloo. Both the
Global Business and Digital Arts and the
Master of Digital Experience Innovation
programs are part of the University of
Waterloo’s Faculty of Arts.
Geekie-Sousa said about 160 fourthyear students from the Stratford School of
Interaction Design and Business are eligible to graduate. However, it is unclear
how many of the 2020 and 2021 graduates
will be attending at this time.
The Class of 2022 will have their convocation on June 15 at 10 a.m. Students
who graduated in 2021 will have their
convocation on June 12 at 10:30 a.m. The
ceremony for 2020 grads will take place
on June 11 at 10:30 a.m.
More information and the latest updates
on convocation can be found via uwaterloo.ca/convocation.

Impact funding application process opens for United Way
United Way Perth-Huron
(UWPH) announces the opening of their impact funding
process, with expressions of
interest (EOI) accepted until
April 15, 2022 for three-year
funding beginning on April 1,
2023.
“This is an exciting time
for United Way and our region as we launch this application process,” said UWPH
Director of Governance and
Community Impact Megan
Partridge. “While UWPH
continues expanding our

work in support of local communities, one of the cores of
what we do is address local
needs by providing funding to
supported partners to help deliver programs to vulnerable
people. We look forward to
receiving EOIs to deliver programs and services in Perth
and/or Huron County from a
variety of organizations and
groups.”
Three-year impact funding is intended to provide
increased financial stability
for ongoing projects and/or

programs that are part of an
organization’s over-arching
structure and mission. UWPH
gives everyone in our community an equal opportunity

COMING EVENTS
FRIDAY LUNCHES
Every Friday; 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Army Navy Hall, 151 Lorne Ave. E.,
Stratford
Everyone is welcome. Take out available.
$11/meal.
MOTHER'S DAY SHOPPING EVENT
Saturday, April 16, 2022; 10:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
Stratford Secondary School, 428 Forman
Ave, Stratford
Come by and visit our vendors and do some
Easter or Mother's Day shopping. It is also
a fundraiser for 2 year old Claire Nicholson
who has leukemia.
GARDEN STRATFORD MEETING
Monday, April 25, 2022; 6:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Army Navy Hall, 151 Lorne Ave. E.,
Stratford
Open to Everyone; free admission.

to submit program funding
requests; organizations not
currently funded by UWPH
are welcome to apply. UWPH
is currently limited to funding
registered charities and qualified donees (as defined by
the Canada Revenue Agency),
but encourages any group or
organization that does not feel
they meet the criteria to reach
out to Megan Partridge.
An EOI must be submitted
by April 15 at midnight. All
applicants will be notified
by April 26 whether their

EOIs are approved, declined
or need further clarification.
Those EOIs selected to move
on in the process will receive
access to the full application.
UWPH
is
committed
to
supporting
applicants
throughout the process. For
any questions or help, please
contact Megan Partridge at
mpartridge@perthhuron.
unitedway.ca or 519-2717730. Ext. 225. For full impact funding guidelines, visit perthhuron.unitedway.ca.

Email to inquire
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

The meeting will begin with a Master
Gardener Chat: “Identifying and Controlling
Weeds”, led by Nancy Burnett. Speaker
Presentation: “Garden Myths”, by Robert
Pavlis. Robert is a well-known speaker,
educator, and self-professed “plantaholic”,
with over 40 years of gardening experience
in Southern Ontario. As the owner and
head gardener of Aspen Grove Gardens, a
six-acre botanical garden, he grows 3,000
varieties of plants.
Interested in joining Garden Stratford? Go
to Membership at www.gardenstratford.org

of your favourite local small businesses and
artists. Lots of gift ideas for Mother's Day or
something special for yourself!

SPRING MARKET AT JOBSITE
BREWING CO.
Sunday, May 1, 2022; 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Jobsite Brewing, 45 Cambria St.,
Stratford
Spring Market at Jobsite Brewing Co.
featuring 10 local artisans!
Come see what’s new for Spring from some

WILDWOOD DRAGON BOAT
CHALLENGE
Sunday, May 29, 2022; 8:00 a.m. - 5:30
p.m.
Wildwood Conservation Area
Dragon boat challenge open to youth
(11+), adult teams & individuals. Pre-event
practices are available May 14-28, coaching

DRIVE THRU PORK CHOP DINNER
Monday, May 2, 2022; 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Downie Optimist Hall, 3185 County Rd
122, St. Pauls
The Festival City Rotary Club is hosting a
full Pork Chop Dinner (take out) with all
of the fixings including dessert. Tickets are
$25. For tickets, please contact 519-272-9017
or www.beneficialgoods.com.

& everything you need is provided! Races
include 100m sprints / knock-out, 300m &
1k flag catching. Come race or cheer teams
on to the finish line! Participant vehicle
entrance is free, spectators only are subject
to park entry fee, event is open to the public.
STRATFORD LIVE MUSIC & FOOD
Friday, June 17 - Sunday, June 19
Stratford Live Music and Food (formally
known as Stratford Blues & Ribfest) is
excited to announce Here Comes The Sun
, a celebration of live music in Stratfords
vibrant community.
Here Comes The Sun will take place on
Friday June 17, Saturday June 18th and
Sunday June 19th 2022 at the Veterans
Drive Bandshell and features live music,
local vendors, food trucks, kids activities &
MORE!
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OH, THE PLACES WE’LL GO: Independence celebrations at
the Conch Republic

PAUL KNOWLES
Contributor

They’re celebrating forty years
since the Conch Republic declared independence. And what a
celebration it will be!
“Wait a minute,” I hear you say.
“The ‘what’ republic? Where?”
Okay, I admit that if you look at a
map of the world, you aren’t going
to find a nation labeled “Conch
Republic.” But the celebration of
independence goes on, regardless
of cartographic accuracy.
Let me tell you the
story, one of my
favorite travel
tidbits:
The Florida Keys –
also some
of
my
favourite
travel bits
– stretch
southwest from
mainland
Florida,

connected by Highway 1 – the
“Overseas Highway”, including
42 bridges linking the islands that
make up the Keys. It’s one of the
most beautiful drives anywhere.
But in April of 1982, nobody
was driving the highway – the
United States Border Patrol had
set up a blockade to intercept
suspected smugglers who were
thought to be landing their boats
in the Keys and then driving
drugs and other contraband to the
mainland, up Highway 1.
The blockage brought tourism
and travel by Keys residents to
a virtual standstill. Pleas to end
the blockade fell on deaf ears, so
Keys officials decided to secede
from the United States. On April
23, 1982, they declared the independence of the Conch Republic,
and also declared war on the United States.
This particular “war” involved
throwing Cuban bread at one unwitting U.S. Naval Officer who
happened to be based in Key West.
Having carried out that
“attack”, the Keys
immediately
surrendered,
and requested foreign
aid.
It was a
brilliant
strategy,
because
it attracted
media attention from all
over the US,

Raising the Conch Republic flag at Mallory Square.

and, embarrassed by the glare of
public attention, the Boarder Patrol backed down, and re-opened
Highway 1.
But the Conch Republic did not
end there. In fact, it has never ended. Today, of course, the Florida
Keys are part of the United States,
but they have never forgotten that
brief moment of freedom, and the
people of the Keys continue to live
in that moment.
Conch Republic flags are everywhere, a bright blue banner centred by a conch shell inside a sun.
The clever motto of the “republic” – “We Seceded Where Others

Tall ships will stage a "skirmish" to mark the independence of the Conch Republic.

(THE FLORIDA KEYS PHOTO)

Failed” – is displayed on many of
the ubiquitous tee shirts and other
apparel on sale in dozens of boutiques.
People born in the Keys are entitled to call themselves “Conchs”
and the teams of the Key West
High School play under the banner of “The Fighting Conchs”.
And yes, you can eat conch chowder or conch fritters everywhere
in the Keys. And you should.
I’m not sure if their act of rebellion sparked the unique personality of the people of the Keys, or
vice versa, but I have found, in
many trips to the Keys, a unique,
warm, and entirely eccentric atmosphere there. Key West, especially, is one of my favourite places in the world.
And as the Conchs celebrate
their 40-year-old act of rebellion,
Key West will be an amazing
place to be. More than 40 events
are planned during the commemorations.
The docks at the Historic Harbour of Key West are home to a
small fleet of tall ships (ideal for
sunset cruises), and there will be
mock naval battles. This being
Key West, there will also be a
“drag race” for female impersonators – with no cars involved. A
Key West Theatre is presenting
“Conch Republic – The Musical”.
There will be plenty of activity
at Mallory Square, the waterfront
locale where hundreds gather each
evening to toast the setting of the
sun – a quaint, romantic tradition
that I think should be adopted by
all communities, everywhere.
The Keys folks are promising
“The World’s Loooongest Parade”, a claim based on the fact
that it will run the length of Duval

(THE FLORIDA KEYS PHOTO)

Street, which is only 2 kilometers
(not all that long), but stretches
from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Golf of Mexico (which sounds
impressively long). I’ve walked it.
It’s a lovely stroll.
Visitors to Key West will get all
of the year-round delights – nonstop music in innumerable bars
(inevitably including renditions of
local icon Jimmy Buffett’s “Margaritaville”), terrific food (including great Cuban cuisine), water
adventures, people-watching (a
terrific sport in itself) – plus the
added features of the 40th anniversary celebrations.
The official ceremonies go April
23, as the Conch Republic flag is
raised by representatives of the
Republic at Mallory Square.
As you can probably tell, I love
Key West. As a travel writer, I
am keenly aware of the issues
involved in visiting, and writing
about, various parts of the increasingly unpredictable United
States. But I am pretty sure that
the eccentricity of Key West, and
its neighbouring islands that make
by the Florida Keys, is an entirely
different variety of unpredictability – harmless, fun, way over the
top, and entirely welcoming – and
the fact that the Conchs continue
to celebrate their “independence”
seems to me to be a guarantee that
their benign inclusivity will last.
If you weren’t born in the Keys,
you can never be an official
“Conch”. But when you visit, you
can live as though you are. And
it’s a great life.
Paul Knowles is an author
and travel writer. To contact
Paul about travel, his books, or
speaking engagements, email
pknowles@golden.net.
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Riddles

Pet of the
Month

What did the banana say to the judge?
"I'm sure to win this case on a-peel"
Why did the students study in the
aeroplane?
Because they wanted higher grades.
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CRACKLE

What is a volcano?
A mountain with heartburn
Why is the White House spotless?
Because it lives in WASHington
Why did the skeleton go to the store?
To get some spare ribs.
What do clothes and airplanes have in
common?
Hangers
What do you call an Italian cow that likes
coffee?
De-calf.
Why are ghosts always hungry?
Because the food goes right through them
How many sides does a circle have?
Two, inside and out.

Hello, My name is Crackle. I may be a bit
skittish at first, but I should warm right up
after a day or two! They say I’m bubbly.
I love to explore new places and enjoy
cuddling. I don't enjoy being picked up
too much, but I love getting lots of pets!
I like to lounge in my enclosure and love
almost all the food you give me except
peppers. I get along pretty well with my
foster family’s cat. If you think I’m the
right match for you, please submit an
adoption survey at
https://kwsphumane.ca/adopt/process.

Word Search
2022 BLUE JAY HITTERS

Alejandro Kirk
Danny Jansen

What is black and white and read all
over?
A newspaper.

Sudoku

Vladimir
Guerrero Jr
Cavan Biggio

Sudoku

6

4

8

9

4
3

1

2

7
5

2

2
8

8

Santiago

7

Espinal
Bo Bichette
Matt Chapman

6
3

George
Springer
Teoscar
Hernandez
Lourdes

9

2

6
Solutions on page 31

3

Gurriel Jr

1

Raimel Tapia
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Police Briefs

IDENTITY REQUIRED IN LCBO
THEFTS
The Stratford Police Service is looking for assistance with identifying a suspect involved in several thefts from the
LCBO, located at 1067 Ontario Street,
in the City of Stratford.
The suspect involved in these matters is described as a white male, in his
70’s. The male is of average height,
with a heavy build, and is balding. In
each incident the male was wearing
a brown leather coat, a red scarf, and
black shoes. Also on each occasion, the
male was carrying a reusable shopping
bag with the words, “Malbec Syrah”,
“Torrontes”, and “Ehrenfelser”. A photo
of the suspect has been included in this
release.
Staff from the LCBO reported that
three separate incidents occurred
throughout late February and early
March. On each occasion the suspect
stole two $60 bottles of Glenlivet Caribbean Reserve scotch whiskey, which he
concealed within his coat.
At this time the identity of this male
is unknown, and police are asking for
assistance anyone with information regarding his identity to contact them at
519-271-4141, or Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS.
ST MARYS SAILING CLUB
THEFTS
The Stratford Police Service is looking for assistance from the public with
identifying a suspect involved in a theft
of a utility trailer from the St Marys
Sailing Club, located at Wildwood Conservation Area, in the Municipality of
Perth South.
On the morning of April 3, 2022 the
Stratford Police Service was contacted
regarding the theft of the trailer. Video
surveillance obtained from the sailing
club indicated that the theft occurred on
March 30, 2022 around 8:00 p.m.
The male suspect observed on the video can be described as being of average
height with a medium build, wearing a
hooded winter coat with a light coloured
hooded sweater underneath with the

hood up, carrying a Reebok backpack.
The suspect also had a medium sized
black short-haired dog with him. Photos
of the suspect and his dog have been included in this release.
The Stratford Police Service is also investigating the theft of a kayak, as well
as a break and enter to a building on the
property of the Sailing Club. Both incidents occurred sometime throughout the
month of March, however it is unknown
exactly when these incidents occurred.
It is also unknown whether the suspect
involved in the theft of the trailer is involved in these other two incidents.
At this time, we are asking for anyone
with information regarding these incidents, or in regard to the identity of this
suspect, to please contact us at 519-2714141, or to contact Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS.
FIREARM SEIZED FOUND TO BE
REPLICA
On Tuesday, April 5, 2022 the Stratford Police Service received information that a male residing at a motel located at the east end of the City of Stratford
was in possession of an illegal firearm.
The suspect, who was identified as
58-year-old resident of Stratford., was
learned to be on Parole for a number of
property and weapons related offences,
which occurred in Saskatchewan. The
suspect was also bound by two firearm
prohibition orders as a result of previous
offences.
The Stratford Police Service successfully obtained a warrant to search the
suspect’s residence. Shortly after 10:30
p.m. police attended to execute the warrant and located the suspect in the parking lot, leaving for work.
The suspect was placed under arrest at
that time for possession of a prohibited
weapon. A search of the suspect after the
arrest resulted in the recovery of a black
Airsoft pistol, which resembled a real
firearm, concealed in his possession.
The male was transported to Stratford Police Headquarters where he was
charged with Possession of a Weapon
for Dangerous Purpose and was held in
custody for a bail hearing.
The search warrant for the residence
was executed after the arrest, resulting
in nothing further being located.

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

BUY, SELL OR TRADE – All sports cards, hockey, baseball etc.Wayne Gretzky rookie card Highest prices paid.
Free appraisals. Call or text Stan anytime 519-868-3814

LAUNCH OF ENGAGE STRATFORD

The City of Stratford has launched Engage Stratford, a new online public engagement
platform to help keep citizens informed, involved and engaged in the issues that are
important to them.
Engage Stratford is intended to be a safe online space for constructive conversations
where people can provide input and share ideas and opinions about City projects and
initiatives. The first Engage Stratford project is the City's Transportation Master Plan
(TMP) and more projects, including the Official Plan review, will be added over the
coming months.
Registration can be completed at www.engagestratford.ca, and participants can use a
screen name if they would rather not have their actual name appear when they offer a
comment or share an idea.
Registration is not required to view information on Engage Stratford, but it is necessary to participate in the engagement activities like polls, surveys, interactive mapping, idea boards and forums.

EASTER HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

City of Stratford Administration Offices will be closed on Friday, April 15 and Monday, April 18.

LANDFILL SITE HOURS

•

Closed Friday April 15th, for Good Friday

•

Open Saturday April 16th, 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

•

Closed Monday April 18th, for Easter Monday

CURBSIDE RECYCLING, GREEN BIN AND GARBAGE
SCHEDULE

There will be no change in the Recycling, Green Bin or Garbage Collection programs
on Friday April 15th or Monday April 18th.
Please ensure materials are to the curb prior to 8:00 a.m. on collection dates.

NOTICE - RAKING OF WINTER SAND - REMINDER

Reminder to residents from Infrastructure & Development Services that during the
months of April and May, winter sand that has accumulated can be raked to the edge
of the road or the street gutter. Please help street sweeping operations by spreading the
sand out in the gutter area. Please do not place the sand in large piles in the gutter or
along the road, as the piles can restrict water flow and be a traffic hazard.

MEETING SCHEDULE

Apr 11 Committee of the Whole In-camera

5:00 p.m.

Electronic Participation

Apr 11 Regular Council & Standing Committees

6:00 p.m.

Electronic Participation

Apr 12 Social Services Sub-Committee

4:30 p.m.

Electronic Participation

Apr 14 Community Services Sub-Committee

4:30 p.m.

Electronic Participation

CANCELLED
Meetings continue to be held electronically. Agendas, including a link to watch the
meeting while in progress, are available on the City’s website. A video of the meeting
will also be posted to the City’s website once available.

Email to inquire stratfordtimes@gmail.com

WANTED

Cash for your RECORDS and LP’s – Jazz, Rock, Alternative, Folk, Soundtracks are of particular interest
Diamond Dogs Vinyl
114 Ontario St., Stratford
226-972-5750

WANTED

SEEKING NEWSPAPER BOXES AND STANDS –
Looking to buy old newspaper boxes or display stands.
Please contact stratfordtimes@gmail.com or text or call
519-655-2341. Send picture of item(s) if possible.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ACCOUNTING

AUTOMOTIVE

HEALTH SERVICES

Email to inquire
stratfordtimes@gmail.com

Sudoku

REAL ESTATE

INVESTMENTS

DR. PHIL SAMMUT
CHIROPRACTOR

125 Ontario St., Stratford
519-271-7581 | Fax 519-271-2737
office@fammeandco.on.ca

519-271-6824
www.stricklands.com

ACCOUNTING

HOME APPLIANCES
519-272-1077
www.stratfordtoyota.com

519-273-4145

305 ROMEO STREET S. UNIT 1 STRATFORD ON

WWW.MCCUTCHENPEARCE.CA

ADVERTISING

Creative

MOORE

MARKETING | COMMUNICATIONS | BRANDING
WEBSITES, SOCIAL MEDIA, GRAPHIC DESIGN & MUCH MORE!

WWW.MOORECREATIVECONSULTING.COM

258 Ontario St., Stratford
519-271-5511
dr.philsammut@gmail.com

CAREGIVERS

Id: 174638
APPLIANCES • PARTS

Level:
Easy
237 Huron
Road,

Sebringville
519-393-6181
info@phelansplace.com

Set Numbers: 22

Caregiver Coaching
Caregiver Consulting
Patient Advocacy
Health Navigation

www.phelansplace.com

www.coachingforcaregiverscanada.com

CONSTRUCTION

HUMANE SOCIETY

STONETOWN CONCRETE & CONSTRUCTION

125 Griffith Rd, Stratford
519-273-6600
kwsphumane.ca

CONSTRUCTION

INVESTMENTS

www.stonetownconcreteconstruction.ca

2001 Ontario Street
Stratford, ON N5A 6S5
519-273-3116
stratfordsubaru.com

AUTOMOTIVE

Tyler Graham, CIM

Portfolio Manager & Investment Advisor

519-271-6270
tyler.graham@rbc.com

LEGAL SERVICES

6

6 Wellington St.
519-271-6770

www.stratfordlawyers.com

“Serving Stratford & area since 1977”

www.fraserpaving.ca

Driveways • Parking Lots • Excavating
Truck Rentals • Asphalt Patching

196 Ontario Street, Stratford
519-273-1633
www.franklinehinz.com

4

2
REAL ESTATE

2001 Ontario St.,
Stratford, ON N5A 6S5
519-273-3119

Providing Custom Foot Orthotics

8

Education | Assessment | Modification | Appt: 519.272.1023

457 Huron St., Stratford,
located within Physiotherapy Alliance

INTUITION
PHOTOGRAPHY

By Leanne

WEDDINGS, NEWBORN, MATERNITY, HEADSHOTS & MUCH MORE!

2

(226) 779-3206
www.electricandcompany.ca

AUTOMOTIVE

EYE CARE
We hope we SEE you soon for
all your eye care needs!

Eye Exams
Glasses
Contacts
Eye Drops
And More!

www.stratfordfamilyeyecare.ca
519-271-2020

9

CINDY DAY
YOUR TOMORROW STARTS TODAY

1

SHORES
519-273-2003

Fencing
& Decks

519-273-2003

info@allshoresfd.ca

8

2

6

3

150 Queen St. E., St. Marys
519-284-2332
210 Mill St., New Hamburg
226-333-9939
www.stonetowntravel.com
agent@stonetowntravel.com
ADVERTISE HERE FOR AS
LOW AS $9 PER ISSUE!
Contact:

REAL ESTATE

stratfordtimes@gmail.com or
call 519-655-2341

QUIZ ANSWERS

www.vanceafinancial.com

MORTGAGES

Michelle Webber

RESTAURANT

1) A capillary
2) Guitar
3) German measles
4) Windsor
5) Distilled water
6) The English Channel
7) Theodore Roosevelt
8) Bashful
9) Triple jump
10) Doris Day

Solution
SUDOKU

MORTGAGE AGENT

www.MichelleWebber.ca
Cell: 519-301-5155

FRIDAY SPECIAL
In-house made all you can eat fish n' chips

$16.50
519-393-8726

188 Huron Rd, Sebringville

8

TRAVEL

519-274-0431
CINDYDAY@ROYALLEPAGE.CA

FENCING / DECKS
ALL

5

WWW.INTUITIONPHOTOGRAPHYBYLEANNE.CA

216 Huron St., Stratford
TF: 1-866-282-6232
P: 519-275-3333

stratfordnissan.com

7

JEN@JANDERSONREALESTATE.COM
WWW.JANDERSONREALESTATE.COM

ELECTRICIAN

Contact:
stratfordtimes@gmail.com or
call 519-655-2341

tmclean@homeandcompany.ca

INVESTMENTS

519-271-5690

ADVERTISE
HERE FOR AS
LOW AS $9 PER
ISSUE!

3

2

519-274-1120 Direct

245 Downie St, Stratford, N5A 1X5

REAL ESTATE

Call Scott or Denise
for a free quote for 2022

640 Lorne Ave E
Stratford, ON
N5A 6S5
519-271-9227

4

9

Toni McLean Sales Representative

ORTHOTICS

PHOTOGRAPHY

AUTOMOTIVE

31
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What’s even better than Google?
Our new business directory!
By Stewart Grant
Even Google, as great as it is, has its limitations when it comes to finding nearby
solutions for everyday needs.
That’s why, practically every day on local
Facebook community groups, I see
questions posted such as, “Who does
_________ in the area?” or “Looking for
recommendations for ______ (whatever
service) please.”
Google isn’t providing all of the answers
that people want because many local
businesses, particularly those who are
home-based or just starting out, either
don’t have a website, or don’t have the
resources to get themselves on the first
page of Google (which is about as far as
most people look).
Later in 2022, we plan to launch a very
useful, user-friendly, and inclusive directory serving our area, which is defined as “in
between Kitchener and London, north of
the 401”. This directory will be printed, will
be distributed all over for easy pick-up, and
an identical version will also be available
online.
Like Google, it will be free for everyone to
list their business. But unlike Google, it will
be easier to see more than just the first
page of results. Users can find your
business or organization either by geography (i.e. looking under “New Hamburg”), or
by industry category (i.e. looking under
“custom t-shirts”).
A free listing consists of business name,
address, and phone number. And it is free

to be listed both in your home geographical
area and in your relevant business category(ies).
Of course, advertisements are available to
those who want their listing to stand out,
and also to give space to provide more
information about their business and
organizations. And the advertisements help
us pay for producing the directory...so it all
works together.
We are currently working on making the
listings as accurate as possible. This
involves street audits (walking down the
streets to make sure we’ve got all the retail
locations), testing all the phone numbers,
checking with businesses on industry
classifications, and scouring the internet
trying to find those “hidden gem” businesses who might not otherwise be found in a
Google search.
For small business owners, we hope this
directory will increase the amount of calls
that they get. For customers, we hope this
directory will make it easier for them to
find great local solutions for whatever they
need. For readers, we plan to include
enough “extras” in the directory to make it
a fun read beyond just the listings. For us,
we hope we can do all of the above and sell
enough ads to help pay for creating the
directory and to help fund our local
journalism efforts.
If you own a business, or want to suggest a
listing for a small business that might
otherwise be overlooked, please contact us
at swontario.directory@gmail.com or call us
at 519-655-2341.

